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FOREWORD

For teachers to make a difference in the learning outcomes of students, it
is incumbent upon the appropriate educational agencies to exercise quality con-
trols which will ensure-the effectiveness of teacher education. The decreasing
demand for teachers, and the concurrent increasing demand for accountability
which often reaches the courts--may act to facilitate the development of mere
stringent controls. This paper proposes "a framework within which a rigorous
and continuing exercise of quality control in teacher education may take place."
The authors are indeed reporting on a critical issue for the teacher education
community.

Eight "key" quality control points for the individual are noted: college
admission, admission to teacher education programs, student teaching and other
professional field experience, completion of preservice preparation and institu-
tional recommendation of candidates for initial certification, state agency
certification, employment, retention and tenure decisions (the role of inservice
education), and continuing professional development (recognition as a teacher
scholar). Several questions are considered at each of these control points.

Effective quality control in teacher education is seen to require a coordi-
nated, continuing effort of higher education, school systems, governmental
agencies concerned with education, the organized profession, and the individual
teacher or teacher candidate.

In joining with the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education in the publi-
cation of this paper, the AACTE is seeking to promote considerable discussion of
a major question facing educators. The viewpoints expressed by the authors do
not necessarily reflect those of the AACTE, nor of the National Institute of
Education, which provides major funding of the Clearinghouse. Educators must
know the issues facing them and the options which are open. They then can be in
a better position to assume a leadership role in addressing the pressing problems
which face our field today.

We acknowledge with appreciation the work of the authors of this monograph:
Daniel S. Arnold, Associate Professor and Associate Dean for Teacher Education
and Certification; George Denemark, Professor and Dean; Elizabeth R. Nelli,
Graduate Assistant, Department of Curriculum and Instruction; Andrew Robinson,
Assistant Professor and Assistant Dean for Administration; and Edgar L. Sagan,
Associate Professor and Associate Dean for Graduate Studies in Education--all
at the College of Education, Univers,fty of Kentucky, Lexington. We note also
with appreciation the work of Lana Pipes, Clearinghouse editor, in doing the
technical editing required to move from manuscript into completed monograph.

Our hope and expectation is that this publication will be a valued part of
your collection of the literature of education.

March 1977 Edward C. Pomeroy, Executive Director
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

Karl Massanari, Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education



I. A CONTEXT FOR QUALITY CONTROL IN TEACHER EDUCATION

Do teachers make a difference? The answer to that basic question is
vital to the process of quality control in teacher education. If the influ-
ence of teachers on the learning outcomes of children and youth is negligi-
ble in relation to other influences, the need is reduced for effective
quality controls in teacher preparation, certification, employment, and
retention. If, on the other hand, schools and teachers are seen as key
influences on the achievement of children and youth, effective quality con-
trol in teacher education becomes a matter of critical importance.

Answers to the question of teachers' impact on learning have not been,a.,_.
uniform Jencks and others (1972) have questioned the ability of the schoOlr
and teachers to overcome the negative effects of social and economic depriva-
tion. In a highly influential report, Equality of Educational Opportunity,
Coleman (1966, p. 325) and his colleagues concluded that "schools bring lit-
tle influence to bear upon a child's achievement that is independent of his
background and general social context."

Taking issue with such views, however, then USOE Associate Commissioner
Davies (Office of Education, Bureau of Educational Personnel Development,
1970, pp. 21-22) introduced a publication reporting the best of recent re-
search on factors influencing pupil achievement, stating that "teathers do
make a difference--both positive and negative--in how a student performs,
in his level of achievement, in his behavior, and in the value

. f,!!?. acquires.
If teachers did not make a difference, we would be satisfied with schools
run and operated wholely by machines."

Although holding that currently we could not make any sort of meaning-
ful quantitative estimate of the effect of teachers on student achievement,
Mood (1970, pp. 21-22) pointed out'that there are "dedicated teachers who
are determined that every last child in the class will learn the material
expected of him," as well as "uninspired teachers" who bring about sone
small degree of learning, "loving teachers who bring life saving affection"
to hurt children, "unfeeling teachers who injure children" thtough humilia-
tion, "brilliant teachers who can convert a child's interest in almost any-
thing into hard work" in needed arers, "idiots who destroy children!s con-
fidence," and "saints who somehow cl ilize little demons that everyone else
has given up on as hopeless." He concluded that "sone teachers make a huge
difference; sone teachers make a large or medium or a small difference; a
few teachers may even do more harm than good but all teachers desire to
make a T.ug difference." They need to find out how to do so.

CAling for attainment of professional status for teaching, AACTE's
Commission on Education for the Profession of Teaching (Howsam et al., 1976,
p. 15) held that "every moment in the lives of teachers and pupils brings
critical decisions of motivation, reinforcement, reward, ego enhancement,
and goal direction. Proper professional decisions enhance learning and

NOTE: The authors wish to acknowledge with gratitude the contributions
of Brcsnie Watkins and Maude O'Neill to the development of this paper. Both
are graduate students and assistants at the University of Kentucky. Their
literature search and review over a broad range of topics greatly facili-
tated the work of the writing group.
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life; improper decisions send the learner toward incremental death in open-
ness to experience and in ability to learn and contribute. . . . Teaching

is definitely a matter of life and death. It should be entrusted only to

the most thoroughly prepared professionals."
Fotbes (October 1976), a staff member of the project on National As-

sessment of Educational Progress carried on by the Education Comnission of
the States, suggested in a recent conversation that the manner in which
achievement data are collected by that agency lends support to the notion
that schocis and teachers indeed make a difference. Data collected on chil-
dren of specified ages regardless of the grade in which they are enrolled
in school show significant learning differences among children of the same
age who are at different grade levels. These data point clearly to scheol-

related influences.
Recently, Bloom (in: Fiske, New York Times, June 9, 1976), while

acknowledging that because of thc!.... background many children come to school
lacking in the "prerequisites" of learning, concluded that virtually all
children can be taught everything that the schools have to offer so long
as appropriate methods are used.

Using Student Outcomes To Judge Teacher Effectiveness

If,teachers do represent a significant.influence on the learning out-
comes of students, there is a compelling logic which urges us to base judg-

ments of teacher effectiveness upon the learning outcomes of those they
instruct. Logic further suggests that an analysis should be made of
teacher performance in the classroom to uncover tose elements of per-
formance that have ben 13:Nwn to be effective and to permit focus on the
development of those elements in teacher preparation programs. In addi-

tion, it is reasonable to require that some "safe" level of proficiency
in those elements be demonstrated by teache :. candidates before they are
recommended by their preparing institution iJr an initial license, certi-
fied by the state education agency, or considered for employment by a
local school system. This position can be further extended to require
of the teacher some demonstration of maintenance of an appropriate levA
of effectiveness--or even an acceptable degree of improvement--by a school
system for reemployment and tenure, by a state agency for continuing cer-
tification, and by the organized profession for continued membership.

Some Problems

Realistic Assessment. Unfortunately, there are serious problems asso-
ciated with implementing this logically sound approach. First, teacher
effectiveness accounts for only a portion of the learning outcomes of chil-
dren and youth. As already noted, Coleman, Jencks, and others have empha-
sized what they view as the overriding influence of home and neighborhood
environments. How much of children's learning (or lack of it) is a func-
tion of social and attitudinal factors and how much may be attributed to
school and teacher variables?

Sone promising research efforts have begun to assess more realisti-
cally school and teacher variables. McDonald (Spring 1976) suggests that
we can hypothesi4e logically the influence of teachers as accounting for

about 25 percent of the variance in pupil achievement. Evaluating the

2
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impact of teacher perforr,ance in a context of that 25 percent of pupil
achievement variance, rather than against the total variance generated,
.!:ovides a set of expectations for teacher effects uhich are more modest

and more realistic.

Background Characteristics. A second complication in judging teacher
effectiveness by student outcomes results from the reality that student
performance in disparate curriculum areas is differentially affected by
background characteristics. A recent International Education Association
(IEA) cross-cultural study of student achievement (Berliner, 1976, p. 9)
suggested that student characteristics such as intelligence and social
class "are so powerful in accounting for Student achievement in subjects
like reading and social studies that there may not be enough variance unac-
counted for in the performance of students to attribute to the influence
of teachers." In other curriculum areas such as physics, chemistry,
French, Spanish, and geometry, student characteristics account for much
less variance. According to Berliner, this fact does not mean that socio-
economic status and intelligence are unrelated to performance in science,
foreign language, or mathematics, but rather that their influence is less,
with more variance left to attribute to school and teacher effects.

Simultaneous Evaluation. A third problem in attempting to link teacher
effectiveness to student performance is that several major outcomes must
be evaluated simultaneously. According to Peck (1976, p. 18) such vari-
ables include "subject matter mastery, coping skill, handling problems
resourcefully, development of study work habits, sustained interest in
further learning, and realistic self-respect."

Teacher Patterns. A fourth complication is that teacher effective-
ness is often not stable from one subject to another or from one observa-
tion period to another. Berliner (1976, p. 11) estimated that the mean
correlation between measures of teacher effectiveness obtained two or more
times is about .30. A study (Brophy, 1973) focused on predominantly
primary-age children tested with standardized reading and mathematics
achievement tests, for example, rtported that 28 percent of the teachers
were consistent in their effects on students three years in a row, while
49 percent were consistent over time in the patterning of their residual
scores.

Student Reactions. A fifth factor complicating the assessment of
teacher effectiveness on the basis of student outcomes stems from the reac-
tions of individual students to different kinds of teaching. Peck (1976,
p. 1) suggests that there are important variances in the dynamics of the
learning process among students of unlike cultures. No single style of
teaching works equally well with all of them. He further holds (p. 19)
that "the emotional adjustment of students often has a powerful effect on
their learning." Berliner (1976, p. 10) maintains that all teachers, know-
ing that some of the things they do will not be effective with some of the
children they teach, "customize their behavior as best they can, to fit
the individual styles of students." It seems clear that designing more
effective schooling and teaching requires a model that allows for the

14
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interacting effects of teaching strategies and student characteristics on

the multiple outcomes of instruction.

Student Perspective. Another significant factor is the student's per-
spective of events that impinge upon him or her in the classrbv.: These

might be events designed or structured by the teacher, or events generated
by broader community or societal circumstances such as tensions associated

with anti-busing demonstrations. Berliner (1976, pp. 10-11), suggesting
that "researchers do not know how much of what is called skilled teaching
is even perceived'by the learner," posits that students exposed to "vari-

ables they cannot perceive or to variables they believe to be unimportant"

may well be unaffected by them, a position supported by Katz (in press).

In addition, significant current events may so capture students' interests

or may so influence the atmosphere in which learning is to take place that

what would under other circumstances be perceived as important and worthy
of effort may become, to the students, peripheral.

A related point involves the maturity level of the student. Instruc-

tional efforts associated with evaluating types of data or sources of evi-
dence, for example, may be effective with students at one maturity level

and quite ineffective at another. Thus a teacher's proficiency might not
be supported by student outcomes in a given instance because of variations
in student maturity, gaps in previous learnings that prevent the student's

making use of specific skills needed in the task, or distractions generated
by the emotional press of other events.

Student Effect. These variables suggest an additional-factor, the
effect of students' behavior on the behavior and performance of teachers.

Teachers play their roles differently in relation to variations in student

behavior. Such a variation in roles may be viewed as a virtue in the
sense that it permits teacher accommodation to pupils. Conversely, it

also represents a disadvantage if one is attempting to obtain a stable

measure of what a teacher is capable of doing.

BOavior Identification. Still another difficulty is associated with
the identification of teacher behaviors amenable to direct observation and

tallying, in contrast to behaviors dependent upon inference and rating.

Institutional Support. A ninth complication associated with deter-
mining teacher effectiveness by student outcomes relates to institutional
supports or obstacles. For example, a teacher with both the disposition
and the competence to do an effective job of teaching by providing individ-

ualized or personalized instruction may find that the system in which he
cr she functions is unsympathetic or actively hostile to such efforts.

The seme teacher in another school or community context might be able to

induce significant student learning outcomes because of the presence of
strong social or insti'mtional supports.

Time Factor. A final difficulty involved with using student outcomes
in the process of controlling quality in teaching and/or teacher prepara-
tion stems from the time factor involved in such measures. For prospective

teachers engaged in a preservice preparation program, significant student

outcomes are likely to become discernible long past tle deadline for

4
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recommending a student for initial certification and employment. Sone of
the most significant strengths or deficiencies of teachers working full
time in classrooms will not be,discernible at the concluSion of a teaching

. unit or school year, but only it sone later point,

Research Linking Teaching and Learning

In spite of the many difficulties noted, a comprehensive review of
research on teacher effects (Rosenshine and Furst, 1973, pp. 154-58) iden-
tified eleven categories of teacher behaviors apparently linked to student
achievement. Five of the categories identified had strong research sup-
port; those were clarity, variability, enthusiasm, task-oriented behav-
iors, and student opportunity to learn criter!.on material. The remaining
six were judged to have weaker support in research and were: use lf student
ideas and general indirectness, criticism, use of structuring comments and
types of questions, probing, and level of difficulty of instructions.

From the Coleman report, perhaps the most extensive attempt ever made
at assessment of the nation's entire educational system, as well as from
studies by Bowles (1969),- Bowles and Levin (1968), Hanushek (1968), and
Guthrie et al. (1969), the teacher's verbal ability is identified as the
most significant school variable in explaining student achievement. Guthrie
(1970, p. 37) suggests that we need to view teachers' verbal ability, how-
ever, as a proxy measure for a number of related skills and qualities--
"finding means to motivate students, adapting materials to their ability
levels, and communicating in ways which make the subject natter more under-
standable"--rather than considering it a single factor.

As Haberman (1972, pp. 14-16) and others suggest, attempts at relating
these factors to success in teaching often produce a "lack of validity"
conclusion. Perhaps instead of examining single criteria for their valid-
lty, however, we need to examine in greater depth the potential of a cluster
of criteria. If, as is suggested by a recent study of teacher education in
Ohio (Ryan, Kleine, and Krasno, 1972, p. 22), "criteria should be consistent
with the goals of teacher preparation programs" and should include "a meas-
ure of intellectual competence, ability to succeed in academic course work,
facility in dealing with children, and commitment to the teaching profes-
sion," then why not employ a cluster of criteria that relate to those
characteristics? Since the task of the teacher emphasizes communication
and a number of studies have pointed to_the importance of the teacher's
verbal ability as a "proxy" for a cluster of teacher abilities, why not
include that element in the cluster of components to be considered, with
admissions and retention decisions linked to those candidates whose com-
bined indicators show greatest potential?

This section began by raising the issue of whether schools and teachers
make a difference in the learning of children and youth. Although opinions
differ regarding the significance of school impact, there seems to be an
increasing disposition to assess school and teacher influence more realis-
tically than in the past. There is also the possibility, at least, that
an enhanced appreciation of social and cultural factors by teachers and
other school personnel may greatly improve the capacity of formal educa-
tional efforts by utilizing home and neighborhood as allies, as suggested
by Bronfenbrenner (1976), and by making the instructional and curricular
adaptations which such understandings suggest.
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Educators' Anbivalence Toward Quality Controls

If teachers do make a difference in what children learn and how well

they learn it, it is essential that the appropriate educational agencies

exercise quality controls which will enhance the effectiveness of teacher

education. Several current social realities, however, cause educators to

approach such decisions with considerable ambivalence.

Accountability. In the first place, the press toward greater accounta-
bility by public institutions and public officials is growing. Constituents

are demanding that educators in schools and colleges document the effective-

ness of their prograns as a basis for justifying continued or expanded sup-

port. The press for accountability leads quite naturally to a concern for

programs that make a difference to the students.

Legal Challenges. A parallel societal trend affecting an increasing

number of educators at every level is greater use of legal redress in in-

stances where educational results do not match claims or where selection

criteria cannot be demonstrated as relevant to desired outcones. Recent

court decisions, particularly Gtiggs v. Duke Power Co., encourage the ques-

tioning of admissions, licensing, and employnent requirements which do not

bear a clear relation to on-the-job demands.

Difficulty in Mhking Inprovenents. Educators in general and teacher

educators in particular are presently confronted by a press for improved

effectiveness and relevance. Coupled with the passing of an era of teacher

shortages this development necessitates an expanded and more rigorous pro-

gram of selection and quality control in teaching and teacher preparation.

At the sane time, however, economic slowdowns, a growing disaffection of

the general public with the benefits of education, and a rapid expansion

of.legal challenges to institutional practices and policies make such inr

provement efforts extremely difficult.

Decreased Demand for Teachers. The inportance of quality control in

teacher education is underscored by the dramatic change in supply and de-

nand for teachers. Changes in the birth rate suggesting a continuing down-
ward trend in numbers of school age children for the decade ahead, combined

with the present limitation of resources and increasing community pressures

for greater accountability, all suggest that teacher education is confronted

by a strategic opportunity to reassess its responsibilities for quality

control.

A New Demand for Quality Control. Our society has reached the end

of an era when severe shortages of teachers on a nationwide basis resulted

in nearly open admission to teacher preparation programs and mininal aca-

demic perfornance expectations. Gone are the days of employment of nearly

all who actively sought teaching assignments after completing teacher prepa-

ration prograns and of the utilization of teuporary or emergency certifi-

cates. Parents, however, remain troubled by the failure of their children's

schools and teachers to impart adequate levels of skill and understanding

in such basic areas as reading and computation. Employing school officials

still complain that beginning teachers are incapable of dealing with the
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real problems of instruction and classroom management, Sone college pro-
fessors from academic fields still act as though elementary and secondary
classrooms do not merit the strongest students and, indeed, seldom secure
them. Teacher education graduates working in elementary and secondary
school classrooms frequently register their own disaffection with the prepa-
ration they received. Criticisms thus continue that teacher educction has
not exercised quality control in personnel and program commensurate with
the importance of the task of teaching.

Key Quality Control Points

This paper will propose a framework within which a rigorous and con-
tinuing exercise of quality control in teacher education may taki place.
Further, some of the critical issues involved and the major participants
in the process will be identified.

Two major dimensions of quality control are considered in the pages
which follow. The first and principal emphasis is upon the individual,
that is, the teacher or teacher candidate. The second is upon the insti-
tutions associated with teacher preparation and considers program and staff
evaluation and accreditation processes linked with institutional quality
controls. Major focus of the paper, however, is upon the individual and
a consideration of measures of qualfty control which can be exercised at
eight critical points in the preparation and practice of a teacher:

1. College admission

2. Admission to teacher education programs

3. Student teaching and other professional field experiences

4. Completion of preservice preparation and institutional recommen-
dation of candidates for inttial certification

5. State agency certification

6. Employment

7. Retention and tenure decisions; the role of inservice education

8. Continuing professional development: recognition as a
teacher-scholar

At each of these critical control points the following questions
serve to clarify the issues needing to be addressed:

1. What are the competencies, qualities, characteristics associated
with effective teacher performance expected as exit criteria from
this quality control point?

2. Which of these competencies, qualities, or characteristics can be
developed or enhanced by the institution or agency primarily
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responsible for the quality control point with the time and
resources available?

3. What competencies,.qualit!eP, or characteristics fundamental
to further professional d2velopment should candidates alreadT
possess that can, thernfore, constitute entry requirements at
this quality control point?

4. How can generic competencies associated with quality teacher
performance be ensured while at the same tine avoiding a narrow,
monolithic view of teaching that neglects important variables?

5. What.are the principal influences on the quality controls
exercised?

a. Professional expectations
b. Community perceptions
c. Institutional contexts
d. Supply and demand realities
e. Available resources
f. Adequacy of the data base for the evaluative criteria to

be employed
g. Legal challenges

6. With whom does the primary responsibility for evaluation lie?
What other agencieE, institutions, or individuals are appro-
priately involved?

7. What processes, mechanisms, instruments are appropriately
involved?

The next and major section of this paper is organized around the eight
quality control points identified. Within each of those eight subsections
an effort has been made to utilize the seven basic questions as stimuli for

the identification of important issues. In the interest of conserving space
the sane set of questions has not been repeated in each subsection but
should be seen as implicit in each.

Bases for Establishing Selection Criteria

Research Data. A significant problem in establishing appropriate
quality controls is the determination of the basis upon which criteria are
to be selected. Clearly, research data provide the preferred basis upon
which quality controls should be established. Unfortunately, the research
data base renains limited and inadequate to meet the press of need for
teacher education quality controls. The complexity of the problems con-
fronted, variations in individuals and in community expectations, and a
range of other factors suggest that if we are to rely only upon quality
control measures which are validated by research findings, we will be
forced to maintain the largely unselective system which presently charac-
terizes American teacher education.
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Professional Consensus. A second appropriate but neglected basis for
identifying quality control measures is that of professional consensus.
There is:some evidence from court cases involving other professional groups
that courts will in fact give consideration to the validity of Positions
which have been established by substantial professional consensus. Here,
however, the problems confronting teaching in gaining recognition as a
Trofession cause considerable difficulty. In many cases involving educa-
tional matters, the courts have failed to accept the existence of expert
professional opinion and instead have ruled on the basis of a position
appropriate to "a concerned parent."

A serious obstacle to the establishment of the concept of a profession
and professional judgment has been the tendency for teacher educators to
avoid the obligation to seek out some main strands of professional consen-
sus. We have sonetines viewed our differences as evidences of a flourish-
ing democratic diversity. Endless program variations have been tolerated
and sometimes even encouraged on the ground that they represent institu-
tional responses to individual and community differences. Instead, they
too often represent little more than a reluctance to confront differences.
and a desire to escape the reality of failures in communication. More than
ever it seems incumbent upon professional educators to seek out threads of
agreement regarding important qualities in teaching and teacher education.
Those around which substantial consensus can be achieved are likely can-
didates for systematic and rigorous research efforts that must become the
ultimate basis for professional decisions.

Logical Extension. A third source of elements to be included in
teacher education quality controls, is the process of logical extension.
Sone elenents in quality control measures may not yet be confirmed through
research data and lack as yet the achievenent of substantial professional
consensus. They may still be worthy of inclusion because they represent
a logical extension from significant elements in a teacher's, role to train-
ing program components or personal qualities. For example, it-seems clear
that the role of elementary and secondary school teachers is essentially
one of providing general education rather than specialized learnings. If
one accepts this view of the teacher's function, it follows logically that
the general education received by prospective teachers is of special
significance.

Validations. Another perspective on the bases for establishing quality
controls is identified by William Robinson (School Administrators Cbmnittee,
1975, pp. 4-5), Associate General Counsel for the Equal Educational Oppor-
tunities Commission, in referring to three kinds of validations that are
suggested by Civil Rights Act, Title VII, guidelines. Robinson speaks of
criterion related validation, content validation, and construct validation.
Criterion related validation involves "constructing a statistical relation-
ship between test performance and work performance as measured by some
previously defined performance criterion." Content validation uses a "sub-
jective comparison" between tests (or "sanples of work") and job rather
than statistical correlation. A test, however much it resembles a job,
may, in fact, not really be like it. Construct validity utilizes a rela-
tionship between physical or mental traits (called constructs) needed on
the job and a test which claims to measure those traits.
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Combinations of Elements. If we are not to abandon all efforts tc
exercise quality controls ih the preparation, certification, employment,
and tenuring of teacher personnel, it seems clear that we will need to
incorporate an. appropriate mix of elements which have logical and experi-
ential bases as well as those growing out of established reSearch findings.
The teaching profession, unlike medicine, law, and some of the better estab-
lished and more mature professions, has yet to aChieve sufficient stature
to permit broad professional judgments to be utilized as significant data
in legal decisions. Frequently, professional judgments regarding educa
tional policies are so diverse and there is so little consensus apparent
that both legislative and judicial bodies are inclined to dismiss profes-
sional counsel as contradictory and ambiguous.

We are clearly not recommending a forced monolithic view of the fac-
tors relevant to effective quality control in teacher education. We are,
however, suggesting that the uncritical acceptance of diversity among many
teacher educators has at times made for shabbiness of program and outcome
and has reduced the capacity of professional educators to influence the
public and those who legislate and interpret policies affecting education.

The Need for Partnership in the Quality Control Process

The process of improving the quality of teacher education involves'
more than the individual training institutions. At its best, the
process of quality control is a sequence of decision-making points
that begins with admission to the university or college and continues
through several stages, includ7Ing those a- professional development and
career improvement, in order to produce teacher-scholars who continue
their lifelong education and learning experiences. The final report of
the Higher Education Task Force on Improvement and Reform in American
Education (Denemark and Yff, 1974) emphasizes the necessity of partner-
ship in teacher education as a key element in educational reform through
teacher education. Viewing the educational system as a "complex social
form" that involves reactive interrelationships, the Task Force maintains
that the degree to which education responds to social needs will depend
largely on the extent to which individuals are motivated toward a common
good. Teacher educators, therefore, must become more active themselves
in improving the practice of education at all levels, and must also in-
volve more people with other education-relevant orientations in a new
complex or partnership--"a synergy of concerned individuals"--where educa-
tion, as part of the larger social system, functions responsively and
effectively in a symbiotic relationship with the various individuals and
groups. How to implement this synergy becomes a critical issue.

In Summary

We have spoken of the importance of education to our society and the
importance of competent teachers to the quality of education. Many other
social.or cultural factors affect the education of youth, but the.role of
schools and of teachers is vital. Such a role demands rigorous quality
conttol, both in terns of the selection of personnel and in the programs
designed tn make maximal use of their potential. The teaching profession
has an unusual opportunity at the present time to be more selective-in
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whom it'accepts into its ranks and more effective in enhancing the profes-
sional cogpetencies of those already employed. As noted by the AACTB of
New York State (1974, p. 7), the times ncw "provide an opportunity to take
a pro-active stance and select into the profession people who not only
demonstrate competence in the teaching field, but also who demonstrate a
capacity to think, to imagine, to analyze, to reflect, to lead, and to
communidate."

The purpose of the remainder of this paper is twofold: to suggest
in more detail some of the promising possibilities for exercising effec-
tive quality control in teacher education, with respect both to individuals
and to institutions; and to identify some of the issues that will confront
teacher educators and others interested in the quality of teaching atd
teacher education.

Basic to the remainder of this report is a conviction that effective
quality control in teacher education requires a coordinated, continuing
effort of higher education, school systems, governmental agencies concerned
with education, the organized profession,.and the individual teacher or
teacher candidate. Although each of eight quality control points is dis-
cussed in turn, the quality control measures exercised at one point enhance
or,invalidate the success of measures at each of the others. Perhaps the
most exciting promise for the future lies precisely in this interdependence
of quality control efforts from the beginning to the culmination of the
careers of professional teachers.
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ISSUES.RELATING TO QUALITY CONTROLS FOCUSED ON THE INDIVIDUAL

A. COLLEGE ADMISSION

Admission at the Freshman Level

By far the largest number of students seeking to enter professional

teacher education programs in this country are enrolled in public institu-

tions of higher education, most of which have "open-enrollment" policies.

These institutions may vary procedures for entry of marginal students,

some requiring "delayed" admission or "early-semester" admission for

high school graduates whose records and tests suggest a low probability

of academic success. However, at the point of entry into college at the
freshman level, most of those institutions which produce the largest num-

ber of teacher education graduates are required either by law or by regu-

lation to accept any graduate of an accredited high school within that state

who presents the necessary credentials--having, of course, completed appro-

priate college entrance exams, health forms, personal information data

sheets, or other locally required information for admission to the fresh-

man class.
The use of "delayed" or "early-semester" admission is a measure that

seems intended either to provide short term instruction in basic skills

which nay enhance the probability of success of the marginal student, or

to communicate to the entering student the odds against surviving academ=

ically at that institution. In any case, for the institutions charged
with the preparation of the greatest number of future public school teachers,

the opportunity for selective admission at the freshman level class is sub-

stantially nil.
Private institutions and some public colleges are not constrained by

open-admissions policies, although they too face the problem of acquiring

a data base and information relative to an applicant's likely future suc-

cess as an education professional. Essentially, these institutions deal

with college entrance exam scores, recommendations from school adminis-

trators or teachers, and self-reported data from the student.

The exit from this control point is regarded--for the purposes of

this paper--as formal admission to a Teacher Education Program. In most

institutions, this process occurs between the third and fifth semester of

the student's academic career. During these initial semesters, students
concentrate upon general education requirements and pre-professional

courses. Typically they have little contact with the professional col-

lege, a practice which many teacher educators believe requires remediation.

Exit Criteria at-This Control Point

The generic competencies, qualities, or characteristics that the stu-

dent should possess at the end of this phase of preparation can be grouped

into three main areas, those of general education, subject-matter.compe-

tence, and knowledge about schools.

2 3
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General Education. A strong liberal education preparation will enable
classroom teachers to serve as effective purveyors of the culture. They
should have acquired the characteristics of a scholar, and reflect excite-
ment about learning in many areas. They should be familiar with a broad
continuum of ways of knawing. They should have developed skills to a
high degree in both oral and written communication. One state's certi-
fication requirement (Division of Teacher Education and Certification,
Kentucky Department of Education, 1976, pp. 37-38), borrowing heavily
from the NCATE accreditation standards, calls for general education pro-
grams which contribute to the teacher education students' having fulfilled
the following objectives:

1. Achieving personal fulfillment through

a. Attaining optimum physical and mental health.

b. Clarifying moral and aesthetic values.

c. Developing creative expression.

2. Developing understanding and skills in symbolics of information.

a. The ability to speak, read, and write English fluently,
accurately, and critically, and

b. Additional understanding and/or performance capability in
at least one area of symbolics of information, such as
mathematics, computer science, logid, lingUistics, communi-
cations (verbal and nonverbal), or a foreign language.

3. Understanding the natural and social environments.

a. A basic understanding of how data, hypotheses, and laws are
related within the framework of scientific method;

b. An appreciation of the interrelatedness and complexity of
the natural world, and of human dependence of the living
and nonliving environment;

c. A general understanding of the social forces which shape
present and future societies; and

d. An understanding of the social system of the United States
and of social systems which differ from your awn.

Subject-natter Competence. Students should have made a strong be-
ginning toward the development of subject-matter competence in their teach-
ing fields. At this point in their undergraduate careers, students will
have completed typically from one-half to two-thirds of the requirements
_of their academic or teaching major. Evidence regarding their potential
effectiveness as purveyors of the central ideas and concepts of these
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disciplines should be clear from the students' mastery of the key compo-
nents of their own major fields of study.

Knowledge of Schools. A general familiarity with schools as organi-
zations, education as a cultural process, and the nature and character-
istics of children and adolescents functioning within school settings
should be developed prior to formal adnission to the professional program
in teacher education. This knowledge should be gained primarily through
first-hand experience. It will, at this point in students' preparation,
serve not'es a self-selecting device for potential teacherS, but rather
as an advance organizer for the professional prograns which they hope
to enter.

Development of Student Characteristics by the Institution

Supplementary Educational Experiences in General Education. Preentry
data and personal counseling activities may suggest that the academic prepa-
ration of sone students in specific areas is at such a low level that these
students will not survive their early college semesters. The possibilities
of longer-term Support for students with academic deficits seem to be a_
.growing national trend. Entering students, particularly shy, unaggressive
freshnen, frequently need help in discovering and,capitalizing upon those
opportunities that are available. The professional education advisor
should help the inexperienced student recognize specific acadenic deficits
and discover avenues for renediation. Early attention to these problems
rather than delayed attention at the tine entry to the professional pro-
gram is sought may result in the development of a competent professional
who might otherwise have been lost. Such concern for the young student
with promise is especially important in an era when the attraction and
development of teachers from multicultural backgrounds is a high profes-
sional priority.

Student Experience with Children. Data available on entering students
along with the insights gained through counseling may reveal to the profes-
sional advisor either a total lack, or a lack in breadth, of students' con-
tact with children or adolescents. Experience in a diversity of settings
with children of varying backgrounds and characteristics is a universally
acceptable spal for teacher preparation programs. When this exposure has
not occurred prior to college entry, the professional education advisor
should make every effort to guide the future applicant to that end.

Additional Options. Other experiences which the advisor might encour-
age lower-division students to obtain include contact with different school
organizations and models and with hitherto unlaniliar cultures or subcul-
tures, areas of study with which they lack previous knowledge, and enrich-
ment activities,relevant to their chosen academic majors.

Educational Counseling. Potentially great benefits may be realized
from investing the resources of the professional teacher educator in advise-.
ment and educational counseling of entering students before the students'
formal-application to the professional program. The it4itia1 self-selection'
of sone students into teacher education does not represent an appropriate
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choice. Close association with a practicing professional educator who
provides counsel and guidance in the selection of both academic and nonaca-
demd.c experiences may assist such students to determine whether they wish
to pursue careers in professional education, or to choose an academic
field or teaching area more suitable to their long-term interests and
abilities.

A guidance counseling program for preprofessional students would
undoubtedly result in the strengthening of all potential candidates.
At a time of heightened professional concern for attracting, holding,
and developing teachers drawn from a broader range of ethnic and cultural
backgrounds, these measures to enhance the probability of student persis-
tence and successful development are clearly justified.

Unfortunately, the basis for objective selection from among candi-
dates for teaching positions is weak, and will remain so for years to
come (Berliner, 1976). Until such tine as we can be more precise.in
our Predictions, the amount of subjective evidence accumulated in each'
case by experienced professionals can be a valuable asset-in making final
judgments for or against admission to teacher education programs. Closer
association of the professional educator with those who seek admission to
programs can supplement the basis for such judgments.

A significant problem that may be created by extensive involvement
of lower-division students in required or strongly recommended activities

.

is that of the demands made on the student who must hold a job. It is
possible that such activities, unquestionably time-consuming, may reduce
still further the number of minority students. Any institution under-
taking such a guidance and counseling program should weigh carefully its
advantages and disadvantages. Perhaps institutions should explore means
for financial support of selected students in some of the required partici-
patory experiences.

Professional Schools and the Beginnin Student

Little actual screening for teacher education programs can occur at
entry to college, both because of the paucity of information available to
the institution which can be related to anything other than likelihood of
general academic success, and because of institutional policies relative
to open admissions. The professional college in which the student-will
seek to fulfill certification requirements, however, does have several
responsibilities to the beginning student.

Expectations. Early in all students' aCademic sequences, the prOfes-
simml school makes readily available its expectations of abilities, both
those that students should have when they seek entry into the professional
program, and those they should exhibit when they reabithe end of their
formal preparation. These may include such specific expectations as a
defined acceptable level of communication skills, ability to deal effec-
tively with people, and flexibility and tolerance for dealing with those
who differ culturally, socially, or physically from the applicant. An
issue to be considered at this point is the nature of institutional and
professional expectations, since priorities must be set. Are reasonable
amounts of diversity provided in both sets of expectations while maintaining
commitment to common objectives essential to every professional. '....eacher?
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Quality Control Processes. The sequence of screening events leading
to graduation and certification, as well as specific criteria to be applied
at each level, should be made clear to the student. The role of a guidance
and counseling resource person in clarifying procedures and processes, and
in suggesting alternatives, would seem to be critical. Developing other
methods of providing informaticn and direction before the student begins
any professional preparation might well become a priority item in a profes-
sional school's concern with quality control.

Alternatives. If a professional school requires and expects certain
skills and abilities of the.student, particularly at the paint of entry,
the student should expect direction from the institution with regard to
available programs and options that offer the means of developing these
skills and abilities. Hight compensatory training or additional experi-
ences be necessary, in the judgment of the professional school, before
the student meets its expectations? Should the student also have avail-
able for consideration various alternatives in coursework and/or experien-
tial education which the institution, and other agencies, offer?

Legal Rights. The right of appeal provided within the institution
should be communicated to students as early as possible. Third-person
advocates, either administrative or academic, should be made known to them.
The actual procedure*of making appeals, clearly outlined in written form,
should be readily available through the office of the student advocate or
ombudsman. An issue of concern to both students and faculty is the seri-
ousness with which the professional school and institutional administra-
tors view student appeals, and the extent to which student grievances, as
manifested in appeals, are recognized and reflected in an open exchange
of ideas and in the possibility of changes in policy.

Generic Competencies

Interdisciplinary Communication. In most large teacher preparation
institutions the level of communication between and among the various aca-
demic departments is low. Those offering general education courses for
both elementary and secondary teachers exchange few ideas with those pro-
viding academic majors for secondary teachers. Such communication among
3raups is easier, and problems in this area are more logically approached,
if public school teachers are viewed as being purveyors of the general cul-
ture ("mature" being defined here to include process as well as knowledge).
At once the nature of the general education program becomes perhaps the
most important single factor in the undergraduate preparation program. At
the sane time, unfortunately, it must be noted that the general education
courses in many disciplines do not differ substantially from the introduc-
tory courses for majors in those disciplines where the goal is in-depth
focus rather than breadth of knawledge.

Issues. Given the discrepancy between general education goals and
academic course offerings, a number of issues become of critical impor-
tance. When, for example, do teacher-preparatioa students in particular
gain a world-view of knowledge and social proc..ss? Where do they acquire
the ability to interpret the knowledge'and 0.111s from various fields so
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-:that,explanation of complex interrelationships is possiblei Can general
education programs supporting teacher education needs be developed and

-:sustained Moreeffectively than they have been in the past? Until class-
room teachers acquire the ability to integrate concepts, can we expect
.teaching performance that demands anything beyond mere factual
regurgitation?

MeChanisms for Quality Control

Availability and Ext4t or .Lnformation. Given the limitation that
institutions are usually unable to select from among all who present them-
selves as education majors, what options are available to teacher prepara-
tion schools seeking to improve the quality of graduates? The answer to
that question lies partially in the information about the entering fresh-
man available to the institution of highe, cducation. Data usually avail-
able to the college include high school graduation certiffcation, student
self-reports, college entrance tests, and aptitude/personality tests.

Although a certification of graduation from an accredited high school
executed by an appropriate public school official is required of most col-
lege entrants, in many cases the high school transcript reporting courses
completeebr academic level of performance is no longer obtained as part
of the college admissions process.

Student self-reports of census-type,information can be requested as
part of the application process by individual institutions. Since the
content will, in all likelihood, depend on local institutional require-
ments, its utility will vary, as will the completeness with which it
describes entering freshmen and their cLaracteristics.

All entering students will have completed one or more of the avail-
able and institutionally required college entrance testing programs, such
as the ACT or the CEEB, while in high school. These testing programs are
generally regarded by most teacher education faculty as achievement tests
that may identify particular academic strengths and weaknesses and might
be of use in organizing class placements, determining the most appropriate
college major and course, and predicting success in individual college
courses. In addition, however, these reports to the college contain a
variety of information which may have utility to professional educatinn
advisors. The ACT Student Profile Report (American College Testing Pro-
gram, 1976), for example, includes considerable detail concerning individ-
ual students' educational and occupational plans, self-perceived needs and
educational interests, special interests in and out of class in high school,
personal perceptions of strengths and weaknesses, as well as statistically
predictable academic strengths and weaknesses specific to the institution
and program selected.

Many institutions maintain programs of personality, aptitude, voca-
tional, attitude, and interest testing at the point of institutional entry.
Student pressures in the late 1960s and the various federal acts and regu,-
lations protecting privacy of students have, to some extent, eroded this
practice. Significantly, universities were unable to demonstrate adequate
justification for such programs; apparently they benefited neither students
nor institutions. The types and subjects of the tests included in these-
programs have been almost endless, and include the Omnibus Personality
Inventory, the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, the Minnesota
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Multiphasic, Cattell's 16 PF Scale, the California Psychological Inventory,
the Alport-Vernon Study of Values, and the California F Scale, among
others. Although the relationship of many of these scales to measures
of teaching performance ith well documented, few teacher education institu-
tions managed to justify their use to the pUblic.

Processes for Information Utilization. Although the application of
tight screening procedures for college admission is frequently impossible,
there is available on most entering freshmen both subjective and objective
information which teacher education programs can use more effectively than
-they do now. Selectivity forthe entering freshman student may...take the
form of closer contact between the student and the professional teacher
education program. Time and resources of professional faculty can be made
available so that entering students who indicate interest in teaChing may
be counseled both individually and in groups by persons with backgtound in
and knowledge of the preparation program the students seek to eater. Both
beginning selection and the strengthening of training can commence with
and develop from these early contacts.

Some of the activities that might be carried out within the framework
of the counseling/advising relationship with lower-division students have
already been suggested. The development of this mechanism, along with the
improvement of general education programs, are two priority measures for
consideration by teacher preparation programs,that can make college experi-
ences prior to admission-to teacher education more meaningful as quality
control factors in the selection and preparation of competent professionals.

B. ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Selective Admission Policies

Current Practices. Since che early 1960s substantially all institu-
tions preparing teachers at the preservice level have employed some system
of selective admission at the'point of entry into professional preparation
sequence. According to Brubacher (1975, p. 6), 96 percent of all institw.
tions utilize this mechanism. Although the list of all selective criteria
used by institutions is a lengthy one, the median number of items in any
system-in operation at an individual institution is only six. Two observa-
tions regarding the criteria now commonly in use and their application
'cannot escape notice (Brubacher,A.975, pp. 2-7):

1. Of the half-dozen most used screening criteria, the most fre-
quently used is college grades. Four more of these criteria
are highly correlated with academic ability.

2. Mbst of the schools that were questioned refused admission to
fewer than ten percent of the applicants for teacher preparation.

Basis for Utilization. In the mid-1960s, Gage (1964, pp. 33-41)
stated that "the recruitment, selection, admission, retention, counseling,
placement, and certification of teachers are all aimed at maximizing
teacher effectiveness. Hence, in strict logic, at least, if not in actual
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practice, all the aspects of student personnel work in teacher education
must wait for their validation upon the definition and measurement of
teacher effectiveness." Almost fifteen years later Berliner (1976,
pp. 5-13) noted that the problem still exists, almost unchanged in nature
and focus:

The heart of performance-based teacher education, evaluation,
and aocountabilit$ programs is the establishment of empirical
relationships betwen teacher behavior as an independent vari-
able and student phievement as a dependent variable. But be-
fore researchers c adequately establish those relationships
they need to deal with the problems of instrumentation, method-
ology, and statistics. . . . Tine must be taken to consider-the
problems of haw student background affects measures of teacher-
effectiveness, what subject natters should be etamined, . . .

what can be said about teachers, and how students monitor and
interpret a teacher's behavior in ways which may or may not
coincide with how educational theorists interpret the.phenomena.

In view of our inability to offer strong evidence regarding relation-
ships among teacher characteristics, behaviori and teaching performance,
undoubtedly a daring and dramatic program of screening applicants on the
basis of existing procedures cannot currently be justified.

Necessity for Selective Policies. Thin though the empirical base for
measuring and predicting the effectiveness of performance of classroam
teachers may be, it is our contention that the matter of choosing candi-
dates for admission to professional preparation programs is too important
to wait for "final" answers that might at some time in the future be forth-
coming from large-scale and more effective research programs. It is
disheartening to'note Rosenshine's (1976, pp. 57-60) estimate that there
are no more than twelve researchers or groups dofhg effective work relat-
ing to selective admissions. Yet each institution preparing teachers for
work in the public schools assumes the responsibility for implementing a
program of selection and retention and a commitment to assess the effec-
tiveness of -;:he screening effort. The importance of effective screening
is reinforced by the current oversupply:of applicants and the public demand
for more efficient use of limited educational resources.

Preexisting Student Characteristics as Criteria

For decisions regarding initial admission to teacher preparation pro-
grams at the preservice level, institutions are largely restricted to what
Cruickshank (1976, pp. 57-60) refers to as "presage" variables--those
preexisting characteristics of teachers associated with individual per-
sonality, rather than process variables which teacher preparation programs
concentrate upon producing. There would appear to be now in existence
sufficient evidence to justify institutional design, implementation, and
evaluation of admissions programs which include at least three presage
variables: academic ability, character traits and attitudes, and.personal
interests related to major areas of study.
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Academic Ability. Teachers in training are most likely to be suc-
cessful if they are above average in academic ability and preparation in
their teaching field. W. A. Skinner (1947) reported 23 separate researches
into the relationship between teaching performance and intelligence quo-
tients of teachers. Although small, all correlations were positive.
Hellfritzch (1945), reporting on a factor analytic study, found general
knowledge and mental ability combined to provide a positive predictor of
performance. LaDuke (1945) subsequently noted that the intelligence of
teachers correlated significantly with student gain scores. Using both
tests of intelligence and tests of teacher knowledge in the content field,
Rostker (1945) found similar correlations. Jones (1956) more recently
diPcovered that "good" and "poor" teachers differed with respect to grade-
point averages in professional courses and grade-point averages in courses
in their majors. Carroll (1975) reported that students studying French as
a foreign language scored significantly higher in reading and listening
when the teacher's competence level in the language was higher, particu-
larly when the teacher's superiority lay in the area of speaking skill.

Examining the low but positive correlations between teacher perform-
ance and general academic ability, Vernon (1965, pp. 140-49) claimed that
higher correlations were obviated as a result of studying only part of
the range of ability. He argued that "good" teachers with an IQ below
100 do not exist, and that the general ability (as measured by IQ) of the
largest number of teachers is probably around 110. Hence studies of "poor"
and "good" teachers really compare "good" with "very good." Simeon (1966)

agreed with this general estimate of existing level of ability. If it is

true that most teachers and teacher preparation candidates fall within a
restricted range of IQ scores, then it is likely that conventional experi-
mental study would consistently fail to reflect the true significance of
the relationship between IQ and "good" teaching.

Traits and Attitudes. Teachers are more likely to be successful if
they demonstrate flexibility and emotional stability as character traits
and if they manifest favorable attitudes toward children. Hamachek (1969)
found that the most successful teachers tended to be those able to range
across a continuum of styles in contrast to less effective teachers, who
always utilized the same interaction style. Harvey et al. (1966) had
previously reported that a higher 'degree of teacher abstractness, as com-
pared to rigidity, in teacher-pupil interactions at the kindergarten level
produced more effective creativeness in learning among the children.
Berliner and Tikunoff (1976) reached similar conclusions. Using ethno-
graphic study methodology, they found suggestions that a large number of
teacher characteristic variables, many associated with adaptability and
stability, tended to differentiate between effective and ineffective
teachers.

Best (1948) noted that the more effective teacher education candi-
dates were those who shaved special interests--in children and young
people, in an opportunity to continue as lifelong learners in a given
field, and in serving other persons. Brookover (1945) concluded that
teachers with a high person-to-person interaction with their students
tended to be rated high in effectiveness by both students and supervisors.
According to Rossiter (1976) teacher orientation, rather than any specific
teaching technique, was the critical factor in creating an effective
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earning climate. These findings supported those of Ryans (1960), who
reported a high positive correlation between productive pupil behavior
and teacher characteristics of friendliness, understanding, originality,
and stimulation.

-TerdanalInterests and Academic Majors. There are differences.among
stUdents in various teacher education majors which influence future teach-
ing Performance Lien (1952) nonnlUded that differences existed between
teaCher education students relating to the various curricula studied. He

H.found these differences in interests and personal qualities as well as
Ability. A possible conclusion is that specific kinds of people are more
effective teachers of particular types of subject matter, with teacher
effectiveness directly related to personality type, interest, and the
sUbject matter itself. ,

In a study-employing a very large number of teacher education students,
Wilk and Cook (1963) found significant univariate and multivariate differ-
ences among students in different teacher education curricula within the
same institutions. Meisgeier-(1965) studied the characteristics which
might contribute to successful student teaching of handicapPed children.
When he compared the scores of subjects with publighed norms'from Stand-
ardized instruments, he concluded that teachers who are successful in
teaching handicapped students are relatively unique with respect to moti-
vation, adjustment, and energy. The findings of Yamamoto and Davis (1966)
were consistent with the foregoing emphases upon differences among teachers
that relate to subject and level taught. They found that majors in Sec-
ondary fields differed from elementary majors on motivational scales.

Belcastro's (1975) multiple regression analysis study on:all scalea
of 'tile Edwards Personal Preference Schedule and the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank reported discriminate function equations which could pre-
dict difference in likelihood of success between male and female-teacher
education students.

Implications. If an institution accepts as a minimum the three areas
identified as having strong potential validity for effective selection
criteria for professional programs, the immediate issue that arises is
that of how the institution might establish a selection process involving
these areas. Questions that must be considered include these:- Are the
available measures of personality variables sufficiently reliable and
valid to withstand the intensity of likely challenge:a. Is it "fair" to
have higher grade standards or skills expectations for one field than
another? As Babe (1972) observed, it is curious that a profession'
Which regards itanas a social science places so little-emphasis upon
the use of the wide variety of instruments which measure flexibility,,
attitude toward children, professional interests, and other character-
istici related to teaching variables that could be included in current
selective admissions programs. About a decade ago, Beecher (1967) re-
ported the availability of no fewer than 182 measures of teacher charac-
teristics that had been used--some successfully, some less so--in studiesi
of teacher effectiveness. The Beecher lisf was not exhaustive at the time
of publication, P.,:vd certainly a complete listing now would be even larger.
And yet, Haberman's report found only one standardized measure used in as
many as five different institutions. That single instrument, the Minnesota
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Teacher Attitude Inventory, was characterized by Haberman as "simply a
superficial attitude survey which can be correlated with anything but
predictive of nothing" (1972, p. 15).

In their design of selective admissions programs, institutions might
adopt on a trial basis batteries of tests which seem best to fit program
goals and philosophy. The use of such instruments as tentative selection
devices must then be validated empirically against teaching performance
prior to their use as absolute screens. The reliability and validity
criteria for empirical justification are, obviously, student teaching and
the follow-up of graduates in regular teaching assignments.

Experience with Children as a Criterion

Surveys indicate that as many as half of the teacher preparation insti-
tutions require early experiences with children or adolescents as a condi-
tion for admission to the professional program (Haberman, 1972).

This practice is supported by the evidence that correlates teacher
characteristics and teaching effectiveness. Applicants for professional
teacher preparation programs should be able to present, at the time of
application for admission, evidence of having availed themselves of oppor-
tunities to be associated with children or adolescents in a variety of
settings.

Several issues regarding the pre-admission experience with children
demand consideration by teacher preparation institutions:

Quality vs. Quantity. The question of quality and quantity control
bf the experience has never been adequately faced. Beyond the simple
matter of confirming that sone amount of some kind of exposure has oc-
curred, the questions of haw much, in what settings, and with what type
of professional supervision present problems of verification and checking.
Simple exposure to children without some direction to the activity in-
volved seems inadequate. Development of criteria and descriptions of
what constitutes meaningful experiences need to occur for the benefit of
the potential applicant and of the teacher preparation institution so that
the basis for judgment of adequacy is available to both.

Self-Selection vs. Community Input. The present use of the pre-
admission experience seems to be almost entirely a self-selection measure.
Through this process, the student is forced to confront at some level the
notion of whether or not working with children is a personally rewarding
experience. The potential of this tool as a selective measure would seem
to be much greater than is suggested by the present informality of applica-
tion. Increasingly, teacher preparation institutions should be reaching
out to the schools, to community agencies, and elseWhere, and gathering
in a systematic way of evaluation by other professionals of the level and
effectiveness of the student's functioning.

Diversity vs. Concentration. Provision for breadth of experience
with children at several age levels, with a variety of socioeconomic and
ethnic backgrounds, in a number of different settings, would seem to pro-
vide educational advantage to the person seeking to enter teaching at any
level in any subject matter. At the point of admission to the professional
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program, quality control should require a demonstration of diversity of
experience rather than a concentration upon one level or within one type
of educational experience.

Observation vs. Self-Reports. At least a minimal amount of the expe-
rience that applicants for teacher preparation programs present as evidence
for admiSsion should be performed under observation of professional educe-
tOrs, either from the college or from the community. Logically, these
observers should participate in the admission decision. Although difficult
logistically, such a procedure would provide a reliability and consistency
in decision making which would otherwise be lacking. A modicum of the
experience base upon which applicants argue their case could easily be
performed during their early years of residence within the institution and
within the immediate environs of the campus community. While adminisr
trators and faculty must be willing to adjust acadeMic loads to allow
time for professionals to observe these activities, such adjustments are
needed to lend meaning to student experience with children as a criterion
for admission.

Differences Among Teaching Fields as a Criterion

Rationale. In addition to the limited amount of research data
strengthening the argument that differences exist among teachers who are
successful in various teaching fields and at various instructional levels,
the exercise of logical extension supports such a position. Is it in any
way reasonable to assume that the characteristics, ambitions, attitudes,
and abilities of the kindergarten teacher are the same as those of the
teacher of industrial arts? Would anyone seriously suggest that the
teacher who nay be successful in working with a class of 30 middle-class
third graders would meet the same success in dealing with a class of
street-wise inner city adolescents? Should we expect that the motiva-
tion of the teacher preparation student whose ambition is to teach honors
science at the high school level is the sane as that of the applicant who
aspires to return home to a rural eetting in order to teach the mentally
or physically handicapped? Logic and empirical evidence indicate that
the admission practices followed in institutions prepariniteachers must
reflect differences relating to age levels and subject areas to be taught
by the candidate.

Process. A significant technical problem that the individualization
of admission practice by field presents to institutions.is the small nuMber
within test samples when students are divided by field or level. Neverthe-
less, as the institution develops more adequate screening processes, these
differences in characteristics must be taken into account. One possible
solution for the institution is to reduce, with the advice of its profes-
sional constituency and consumers, the breadth and number of fields in
which it asOires to produce teachers. No longer can every institution
prepare teachers for a complete range of subject matter, school level, and
school type assignments. An adequate program of screening which reflects
differentiation in expectation for exit performance should logically pro-
vide for related differences in entrance requirements.
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Measures of Academic Ability as Criteria

Students applying to the professional program will usually have com-
-pleted about half of the typical 120 semester hour requirement for the
bachelor's degree. A large portion of this work will be in their teaching
fields. Students who entered college with learning difficulties will pre-
sumably have had two years to avail themselves of remedial opportunities.
Thus the student's probable continuing level of performance should be not
only self-apparent, but also predictable by the institution and by-those
who must make decisions regarding admission to the professional.program6

-ExistingInformation. .Ftom existing data on past Students and grad-
uates, it should be possible for any institution to generate actuarial
statements relative to the final standings in profesSional Studies, ,aca-
demic studies, and the probabilitieS Of graduation, grade-point standing,
performance in student teaching, and the like. All:of these can be
generated through the use of multiple regression techniqueg.-

Most institutions lack in their data one ingredient that is necessary
to-produce:predictive equations based partially upon-acadebicfhiatory:
an adequate follow-Up of graduate performance. A repottl)y Sandefur and
Adams (1976) provides a modeor the imPlementation,Of Such a:Procedure
by any'institution. The Sandefur and Adams report includes noronly:
methodology and instrumentation for such a program, bUt time and resOurce
recommendations as well.

Unfortunately the present state of the art does not suggest a minimal
academic performance level which might be used for any field of teaching.
Indeed, given the differences among academic fields and the differences
among institutions in grading practices, curricular patterns, and the like,
the establishment of a minimal entry level probably remains ,kimatter for
local determination. A recommendation that academic standards should not
be treated as a single variablei-but should be considered simultaneously
with other criteria, follows logically from the issues already discussed.
Needed at the program level, however, is an operational method for develop-
ing a statistical academic history of students in that program And an ade.
quate assessment of their subsequent performance in the classroom. Only
in this way can probability statements, as a basis for admission or non-
admission using the criterion of academic performance cutoff points, be'
applied meaningfully and equitably.

Nonstandard Verbal Behavior. Even with a well-supported program for
selection on the basis of academic achievement, the teacher preparation
institution is left with the difficult problem of nonstandard verbal be-
havior. Foster (1974) makes a strong case for the increased effectiveness
of the teacher who works with minority students when that teacher can
relate to the vernacular and folkways of the subculture. He points out
that youth of minority subcultures view many normal middle-class male
behaviors as effeminate and inappropriate models of behavior. On the
other hand, he indicates the necessity within the minority school subcul-
ture for strong and appropriate models of the predominant culture. The
compromise that seems feasible is a flexible teacher who can emphasize
with, and make mature judgments regarding, the appropAate tine for ad-
justing behavior to the teaching situation. It is perhaps in this area
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thatteacher: education institutions are most vulnerable and in neediof
'flhelp:and-suidance. The practicing profession, the commnnity, and students
JcOnld,assist teacher preparation by defining minimal levels of perforMance
AndACceptable degrees of variability in teacher behaviors, both verbal-
-4nd nonverbal.

Influences on Quality Controls

, 12rofessional Expectations. At the tiMe of application to a profes-
-sional-teacher program; students have had contact with three profesaional
groups associated with the preparing institution: liberal arts professors,
a smaller number of education professors, and professional persons with
whom the student has worked in field experiences. In most cases, repre-
sentatives of these three groups never have face-to-face contact. Is it
possible that the high rate of admission--over 90 percentresults from a
combination of inadequate sharing of critical information, unfamiliarity
with what goes on.in other departments, apathy toward students outside a
specialized field, and unwillingness-to risk confrontation'over admission
policies? 0ne group 'is priMarily responsible for the quality .and training
of teacher education candidates. Have teacher educators communicated
adequately what is expected of each phase of the preparation program?'
If program'objectives are ambiguous or unknown by some, it is unlikely

,

that rigorous quality control can operate.
Another issue relates to whether teacher educators have emphasized

narrow pedagogical skills at the expense of flexibilitycreativity, and
self-awareness. Are teacher educators willing to face such issues? Can
they reach some consensus within and among institutions? While admissions
criteria and programs are not presently well organized or well defined,
opportunities fot improvement are available for use even if on a tentative
rather than a permanent basis. Such an approach is much preferable to
endless delays while the ultimate program is being sought.

Community Involvement. The question of community participation in
program design immediately raises the problem of defining "community."
Graduates of institutional programs of preparation go to a wide variety
of community settings. Are some teacher education institutions at a point
when certification, and therefore preparation, should be community-specific?
Should a particular institution decide that its target community for
teacher graduates or for teacher candidates is, for example, the inner
city, multilingual school, and that only students interested in, or from,
this community need apply? Can community representatives become arbiters
of difficult questions arising from such issues? For example, is the
community prepared to evaluate the difference between desirable and exces-
sive use of dialects? Is it prepared to become involved in school curricu-
lum design, staffing, and scheduling? These and other questions have a
direct influence on the selection and training of desirable teacher
candidates.

Supply, Demand, and Available Resources. The declining demand for
teachers in most teaching fields his been accompanied during the past six
years by declining enrollments of students in teacher preparation programs.
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Partially because of the lag time between enrollment shifts.and reassign-
ment of resources, many teacher preparation programs have more flexibility
in faculty time than might have been anticipated: In the years immediately

'ahead, shoUld this.faculty time resource be diverted to recruitment of
teadher candidates with the most desirable set of characteristics for a
PartiCular institution (for example, bilingual, minority, high Intellec-
tual capacity)? As the job market has operated to reduce numbers oLstu-
dents, has teacher education tended to lose many of the best and brightest?
la addition to improving the scope of admission criteria, should institu-
tions also increase the minimum levels of acceptable quality? What is
institutional responsibility for reducing output to a level which matches
realistic opportunities for employment?

Legal Challenges. As a matter of tradition, the relationship between
student success and achievement (as measured by grades) is sufficiently
well established to meet most legal Challenges. It is possible that ap-.
prenticeship relationships Involved in student teaching "are also, through
tradition, sufficiently established to survive legal-challenges. Attempts
to broaden the criteria tato areas of personality, character, and charac-
teristics uniquely associated with social, ethnic, and area-related differ-
ences, however, create problems that will doubtless demand legal clarifica-
tion. Can educators define with sufficient precision, for example, fhe
characteristic or construct of "interest?" Having defined it, can they
measure it reliably? Can a valid relationship between interest and teach-
ing performance be demonstrated? Unless questions of definition, measure-
ment, and'relationship to teaching performance can be answered with clarity,
challenges to admission procedures are likely to involve innovative insti-
tutions in exteneed legal controversy.

If the faculty responsible for the student's professional training
are required to make the final decision regarding that student's admission
to the professional program, a number of issues must be considered. For
example, what part of the faculty will be involved? Ought professors from
the student's academic discipline be included in the process, since at
this point they have had more contact with the student than have the pro-
fessional education faculty? In some institutions, a recommendation from
the chairperson of the student's academic department is required. Is one
administrator able to represent the total department's opinion? How would
collective judgment be obtained? Is any information sought or provided
beyond course performance? As an area of human achievement, is excite-
ment with learning in the field worthy of consideration? -Have the academic
departments already syphoned off the most promising teachers because they
also appear to be the most promising graduate students in the various
disciplines?

Community-Based Educators. Professional educators who are practicing
in the schools or other learning settings outside the college will by this
point in the undergraduate preparation have had opportunities to observe
the affective characteristics of students, their interpersonal skills, and
their reactions to pupils. Are the competency-bae'd forma/ evaluation
instruments that many schcols have adopted for stuaent teacher evaluation
appropriate for admission purposes? Can we communicate to classroom
teachers and others that the teacher preparation institution recognizes
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at students'will have limited teaching skills? Of more importance for
admission purposes are the critical personality traits--emotional stability,
Anterest in learning, flexibility, openness to children--which may be most
reliably observed in classroom interactions. Can classroom teachers be
-convinced both of the need to be candid, and of the value of their assess-
ment to the college? Should special training and rewards be provided to
a rotating group of specially selected teachers who will perform this
function?

Process of Interaction. Haberman's optimism (1974, pp. 234-35) regard-
ing the interest of educators in "assiduously working toward" the objective
of "selecting the very best people into teacher education" led him to for-
mulate eleven guiding principles that should undergird the process of
selection. Although items three through eight deal specifically with the
participants in the interactive process, all the guidelines reinforce and
emphasize the need for such processes:

1. Admission to professional education is a professional decision,
not a student right.

2. Selection criteria should derive from program goals.

3. External selection must complement self-selection.

4. Professional experts involved in selection should include more
than college faculty.

5. College screening devices must be replaced by professional
selection criteria.

6. Selection is a process, not an event.

7. Admission quotas are a function of faculty and clinical resources.

8. Selection must assess the potential of candidates to function as
continuous learners.

9. Selection must include procedures for screening adults as well as
college youth.

10. More rigid adherence to existing criteria will not improve
selection.

11. All program changes made in the future should take account of
their impact on selection.

Whatever the sources of data used in decision making, the most criti-
cal question is how an institution will deal with those data. Will "rigid
adherence" to old methods give way ta more promising interactive proc-.
esses? Will, at some time in the future, data be reducible to a regres-
sion equation with appropriate dependent variables so that decision making
is a mathematical rather than a human process? This possibility seems
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unlikely, at least in the foreseeable future. Hence, interactions are

critical, and the major admission issues revolve around a three-part

process: the selection of a responsible group of decision makers from

within and outside teacher preparation institutions; the collection and

integration of information in the form of multiples of complex variables

about each student; and the bringing together of decision makers and in-

formation to produce reliable, valid, and professional judgments.

C. STUDENT TEACHING AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL FIELD EXPERIENCES

The employment of measures tO facilitate and support the improvement

of student teaching and other field experiences is both neceseary and

desirable, given the present set of conditions affecting public education.

A strong field experience program culminating in student teething that

emphasizes quality can have significant impact on upgrading the,perform-

ance levels_of new teachers. The major issue confronted by-teacher educa-

tion institutions at this important-quality control point ivone of
developing both innovative field experience programs and the Means by

Which students can be screened for admission to them and evaluated follow-

ing their completion.

The Changing Focus of Field Experiences

Traditional View. In previous years student teaching was the primary

method used to introduce prospective teacher education candidates to prac-

tical experiences in elementary and secondary schools. In many instances

student teaching provided teacher candidates with their first formal oppor-

tunity to become exposed professionally to.the school, children, and

general school procedures. Because it was often both the first and last
significant contact with the reality of the school and classroom, it

seldom functioned effectively as a basis for modifying preparatory exper-
iences or serving as a screening device for teacher candidetes.

Current View. More recently, early field experiences have become
important elements of many teacher education programs. Through a well

planned sequence of activities, students can obtain experiences which will

enhance their eventual performance as classroom teachers (Pearl et al.,

1969, pp. 1-10). Additionally, field experiences can serve to strengthen
quality control by providing university personnel with a prolonged period

during which to assess the student's suitability for the teaching profes-

sion as well as affording the student an opportunity for self-assessment.

Perhaps most important, however, is the opportunity they may provide to

link practice and theory, a blending essential to the professional teacher

(Howsam et al., 1976, pp. 93-94).

Necessity'for Institutional Change. Initiation of a teacher educa-

tion program which emphasizes field-based experiences may require insti-

tutions to modify traditional practices if external learning experiences

are to be meaningful and coordinated with academic programs. For example,

it.may be necessary to assign college personnel to field-based programs

for extended periods of time or to employ school personnel as adjunct
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laculty. Educators often describe the need for students to become familiar
with and involved in community and local school activities. Even though
teacher preparation institutions recognize the merits of thisprescription
for students, faculty exposure to local comnunities often remains limited
and academic.

The Importance of Sequencing

Although- recognizing.the value of early involvement .of teacher-educe-
tiOn students in field-oriented programs, both university and school per-
sonnel should avoid attributing automatic virtues to field experience.
Poorly designed, unsequenced, and inadequately supervised field experi-
ences waste the tine of.students and staff alike. Rather than 2ostering
students' capacities to understand educational principles by observing or
applying them in a reality context, ill-conceived field experiences may
nhibit learning in children, discourage prospective teachers, and strain
school-college relations. Therefore, it is imperative that mechanisms be
established which ascertain the.student's capacity to perform adequately
at each level within a well-planned program of sequential field experiences.
University personnel must identify criteria that students will possess as
necessary prereqnisites to support movement through the teacher education/
field experience sequence.

Are field experiences presently organized in a sequential task-related.
manner that permeates the entire teacher education program (E. B. Smith,
1970, p. 15)? Or do field experiences operate more on au ad hoc, frag-,
mented basis, with each professor "doing his awn thing"? If field experi-
ences are to become a viable and ongoing part of the teacher preparation
program, effort should be directed toward adding structure to current ac-
tivities, including specifying characteristics, skills, and qualities
appropriate at each stage (Smith and Sagan, 1975),

Student Teaching and Effective Teacher Performance

Although there has been an increased usage of early field experiences,
student teaching continues as the major aspect.of teacher education pro-
grams. At this point students are expected to apply a broad range of
theoretical understandings and practical skills in a total classroOm
environment. What has been a simplified and controlled context in earlier
preparation stages now expands to encompass nearly the full complexity of
the regular teacher's responsibility. Thus, student teaching servea_as
another checkpoint, a final testand a necessary prerequisite fot admis-
sion to the teaching profession. Successful completion of this experience,
followed by graduation, normally leads to certification and subsequent
employment. Therefore, student teaching has been generally viewed.as the
culndnation of a student's preservice preparation program. But it should
be understood as providing evidence' of a "safe" level.of beginning teacher
skills and potential for continuing professional development rather than
representing finished competence (Howsam et al., p. 81).

,

Characteristics of the Student Teacher. Although there is unanimity
among educators regarding the importance of student teaching, there'has
been no widespread concurrence on the qualities, competencies, and
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Characteristics that effeative student teachers should possess. Numerous
researdh reports, studies, and articles attempt to clarify elements asso-
ciated with good teaching, and much of a descriptilm nature has been
written about student teaching. What are the qualities, skills, and
characteristics that students should possess as entry and exit 7,01nts in
the student teaching program?

Descriptive data outlining characteristics of "good" teachers have
been reported which seemingly meet with general approval by educators.
Ryans' well-known study (1960, p. 366) identified a series of character-
istics associated with positive teaching models. These included "superior
iatellectual abilities, above average school achievement, good emotional
adjustment, attitudes favorable to pupils, enjoyment of pupil relation-
ships, generosity in the appraisal'of the behavior and motives of other
persons, . . . interest in music and painting, participation in social
and community affairs, early experiences in caring for children, and
teaching . . . strong social service interest. . . ."

Admission to Student Teachin . Admission to student teaching pro-
grama has usually focused on such elements as grade-point average (overall,
in teaching major, and in the professional sequence), recommendations of
instructors, and evidence of speech proficiency and.good health. These
and similar standards, though important, appear inadequate in view of the
awesome responsibilities with which teachers are charged. General dissat-
isfaction haR been registered with present standards, indicating a need
tn upgrade requirements which would ultimately improve the teaching
profession.

Could data such as Ryans' characteristics be modified and applied
as entry criteria in student teaching programs? Are those qualities the
traits that individuals interested in pursuing teaching as a career should
possess or seek to develop as teacher education. students? If so, the task
of converting these qualities and characteristics into workable criteria
to govern entry and continuing education points in the student teaching
program be-emes a primary responsibility of education institutions. Cou-
pled wtth an emphasis on development of these broad characteristics, which
should ideally permeate the total college experience of the prospective
teacher, must come development of appropriate beginning levels cf skill
in the essential classroom management and instructional operations. An
important issue to consider is Whether such characteristics are in fact
generic to effective teaching in all communities and subject fields and
at all grade levels, or whether some are more essential for success in
particular teaching assignments. Should some institutions be encouraged
to focus on seeking or developing certain clusters of characteristics as
most relevant to the jobs their students will obtain, or are such charac-
teristics fundamental to the effectiveness of ail teachers?

Mastery Learning_Concept. Carroll (1971) and Bloom (1971) suggest
that mastery can occur if the learner perseveres and if sufficient time,
determined by individual rates of learning, is allocated to the learner to
master the task. Application of the mastery learnt74 concept to student
teaching implies a deviation from a fixed time sequence for completion of
this important activity. The time period allocated to student teaching
might be for a portion of a semester or could extend beyond an academic
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year. This approach, though more difficult to administer, represents one
way of establishing common criteria for successful student teaching in a
particular subject area or level while permitting a response to individual
differences and needs.

Final Evaluation. The ultimate responsibility for evaluation of stu-
dent t'eachers usually rests with the university supervisor. Generally the
evaluation process includes consultation with the cooperating teacher in
the field assignment and agreement on the degree of proficiency exhibited
by the student. The cooperating teacher has responsibility for day-to-day
supervision and evaluation of student teachers in the classroom, since
institutional supervisors often make only infrequent visits to monitor.
classroom performance. Given the important role of the cooperating teacher
in the daily supervision of student teachers, should increased responsi-
bility for the final evaluation rest at that level? Is it realistic to
expect that an infrequent visitor from the institution can assess adequate-
ly and fairly the performance of a student teacher? On the other hand,
can local schools assume responsibility for the evaluation of student
teachers? This concept of localized evaluation procedures, although not
strongly supported by teacher training institutions, has been discussed
as a workable and practical solution to the problems associated with the
evaluacion of student teachers (Andrews, 1964, pp. 55-56).

Selection and Training of Supervisory Personnel. If school-based
personnel are to have an expanded role in assessing student teacher compe-
tence and potential, are there adequate means for selecting and preparing
them for such responsibilities? Mhjor aspects of training would likely
include techniques of supervision, interpersonal communications, and
evaluation as well as familiarit) with the objectives of the college
program (Leslie, 1971, pp. 303-309).

A Proper "Fit" of Student and Teacher. To further support the student
in the field, care must be taken in the assignment of student teachers to
classroom teacher supervisors. There should be an established procedure
to permit matching a student's interests, skills, and personality to appro-
priate characteristics of the teacher zmpervisor. This does not imply
corrl.:..3ponding qualities, but rather onls which evoke the most beneficial
learning environment for the student teacher.

Involvement of Professional Organizations. Professional organiza-
tions generally play a significant role in influencing quality control
measures to guide the preparation of individuals for a specific profession
by.imposing rigorous selection and performance criteria on candidates.
Individuals who fail to meet prescribed performance levels and other
indicators designed to measure their competence are generally refused
admittance. Individuals seeking membership in the medical and law profes-
sions, for example, are required to demonstrate and maintain a high level
of professional competence. In contrast, no universally accepted method
is employed in teacher education which provides for the profession's en-
dorsement of the qualifications of those concluding preparation programs.
While numerous professional organizations have endorsed and recommended
certain standards, the teaching profession has been slow to assume
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responsfbility either for admission to its ranks or for dismissal from
them. As citizens continue to register dissatisfaction with public educa-
tion, and as the surplus of teachers continues, teacher organizations may
well be pressed to dPvelop meaningful quality controls.

Implementation of Quality Control Mechanisms

Reality Criterion. Is this the appropriate time to implement rigorous
quality control measures aimed at improving the teaching profession? Some
could argue that die most feasible time to improve the quality of teacher
education programs has long since passed, that the most appropriate time
perhaps Was some twenty years ago when teacher demand far exceeded the

'supply. Teacher education programs that mmshroomed during the 1950s and
early,1960s, stimulated by the critical shortage of teachers, are presently
Confronted by a dilemma. While they support the idea of improved quality
controls made possible by a reduced demand for new teachers, the substan-
tial reduction of numbers is likely to reduce sharply the personnel and
funds available for teacher education because of higher education's use
of student credit hours as the principal basis for source allocations.
Will teacher education institutions establish rigorous quality control
measures, given already declining enrollments and resource allocation
policies? Would the implementation of such measures threaten the exist-
ence of large numbers of teacher education programs? Haberman (1974,
pp. 234-35) contends that teacher surplus or scarcity ought not influence
considerations of quality in teacher preparation.

Legal Issues. As institutions employ quality control measures in
student teaching programs, attention must be directed to possible legal
challenges initiated by individuals who are excluded from practice teach-
in. Can students legally be excluded from student teaching programs for
failure to meet a set of qualifications established by school officials?
Must relevance of such criteria to teaching performance be documented?
Who will have final authority in the decision-making process? Prior to
the initiation of measures which can serve to exclude students from stu-
dent teaching or other institutional programs, the legality of such exclu-
sions should be firmly established. In an attempt to protect student
rights, institutions should be especially cognizant of the legal implica-
tions that may exist as quality control measures are applied to student
teaching programs.

D. COMPLETION OF PRESERVICE PREPARATION AND INSTITUTIONAL
RECOMMENDATION OF,CANDIDATES FOR INITIAL CERTIFICATION

ResponsibilitY for Product Characteristics

Unlike selection of students seeking entry to professional teacher
preparation programs (Whore the selecting/training institutIon normally
has had little contact with applicants and deals with limited data con-
cerning students' previous attainment), the teacher preparation institution
must accept a very large portion of the responsibility for product charac-
teristics upon releasing teachers as certified and employable. By the
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time the undergraduate student reaches the point of institutional recom-
mendation, the instftution and student have interacted for two or more
years. During that time span, at least three crucial processes should
occur: (a) faculty and other decision makers become thoroughly familiar
with the innate characteristics, attitudes, and abilities of the student;
(b) through the training program and sequences offered, the faculty has
had an opportunity to shape and modify presage variables and to develop
process skills and abilities of the student; and (c) the preparing insti-
tution and its staff have had much time and many opportunities to observe,
measure, and judge whether or not the potential teacher has developed
those characteristics and skills which are essential to the performance
of the classroom teacher. It is possible that 25 semester hours of pro-
fessional instruction is too short a time for the adequate preparation of
a teacher; nevertheless, the recommending institution is to a large degree
prevented by tradition as well as certification regulations from using this
argument regarding the products of its training. If the professional
faculty judge that the institution is incapable of making eAsquate certifi-
cation decisions, then drastic reorganization of program r,,,A decision-making
processes seems in order.

Defining Program Purposes

Perhaps the greatest long-term criticism of professional preparation
training has been that the program intent, in definable student outcomes,
has never been clarified. Contributing to this confusion of purpose is the
pessimistic view of many behavioral scientists regarding the possibility
of developing a compendium of positive knawledge based on research that
relates to teaching effectiveness (Brim, 1958; Berliner, 1976; Cruickshank,
1976). During the past decade, however, a few researchers have begun to
make headway in areas that seem to offer hope of overcoming part of this
problem (Gage, 1976; Kennedy and Bush, 1976).

Competency Based Teacher Education. Before any teacher education
institution can begin to make more effective decisions regarding recom-
mendation for certification, the purposes of the training program, as
reflected in the end product, must be carefully specified. This reality,
more than any other, has given rise to the Competency Based Teacher Educa-
tion (CBTE) movement. Whether or not an institution chooses to embrace
CBTE as the whole program for its teacher preparation efforts, the essen-
tial elements of CBTE seem to be a minimal requirement for goal setting.
Logic supports the contention that only after goals have been set for the
student's professional program can adequate evaluative criteria--based
upon the degree of goal achievement--be determined. Elam (1971, pp. 6-7)
lists five necessary elements in establishing goals and determining assess-
ment procedures: (a) Competencies to be demonstrated by the student
should be derived from teacher roles, stated so as to make evaluation
possible,.and made public. (b) Criteria utilized to evaluate these
competencies must be explicit in outlining areas of mastery, and must
be known by student and evaluator alike. (c) Assessment of the compe-
tencies should be objective and based upon student performance. (d)

Demonstrated competency, rather than time or course completion, determines
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the student's rate of progress. (e) Finally, the purpose of the instruc-
tional program is tc facilitate development and evaluation of the student's
achievement of the specified competencies.

Critics of CBTE point out that such programs produce teachers who are
better didactic technicians than are the current graduates of teacher edu-
cation institutions, but that these new graduates lack the necessary under-
pianings of foundational and theoretical viewpoints that distinguish the
tedhnician from the professional (Broudy, 1972, pp. 5-11). Many profes-
sional teacher educators do not belL,ore that the goals of technical pro-
ficiency and theoretical knowledge are mutually exclusive. What factors
prevent teacher preparation programs from incorporating the teaching skills
implied by a competency based approach along with the theoretical considera-
tions necessary for the professional?

Generic vs. Specific Goals. As a beginning step in the establishment
of more effective bases for decisions,'it would seem logical for any teacher
education institution to follow an orderly sequence of steps, such as that
recommended by Elam, in order to determine goals for the professional pro-
gram. Efforts of sone institutions to establish criteria seem to be
haphazard in nature. As a result, there exist compendia of competencies
for programs and for courses that are far beyond the instructional or
assessment times available. An institution might be able to deal more
effectively with the identification of program goals by separating the
generic goals, which are applicable to all teaching areas and fields,
from the goals specific to a given level, field of study, or target popu-
lation. In such a system of generic and specific goals, every student
would learn the major theories of child development, cognitive learning,
and personality growth as they apply,to each age level; develop the capac-
ity to recognize the characteristics of exceptionality among students;
and learn how to design a program of instruction appropriate to children
of specific socioeconomic backgrounds based directly upon major theories
of cognitive and affective development.

Selection of Model. To accomplish the task of promoting both generic
and specific learning, the institution and ite faculty must come to a con-
sensual decision regarding fhe model or models of teaching to which they
intend to subscribe and toward which they hope to foster development.
Joyce and Weil (1972) suggest and describe 16 distinct teaching models
which an institution might embrace in total or in part. Choosing a dif-
ferent approach, the institution might prefer to develop and experiment
with parallel programs based on different models in specific areas.

Following the generic/specific schema, the choice among models might
focus on subject-matter or grade-level specifics; the selection would
generate significant differences in terminal goals for teachers in train-
ing. Certainly the relative emphasis on the methodology implied by the
choice of teaching models will vary greatly from subject area to subject
area, age level to age level, ethnic group to ethnic group, and so on.
The major point is that until institutions and faculty come to grips with
decisions as to what characteristics the final product should possess,
evaluative decisions in individual cases will be haphazard and unreliable.
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Achieving Program Goals

Strategies. When an institution has selected the characteristics that
the product of training should eXhibit, decisions about the vehicle for
development of those characteristics can be made. Until fairly recent
years, two staples in the repertoire of teaching--class lecture and practi-
cal experience--provided the only options. More recently a plethora of
alternate strategies--protocol materials, simulation, microteaching,
auto-tutorial methodology, targeted field experience, and many others--
have become available.-

This increase in options has enhanced the prospect of developing ef-
fective professionals. At the same time, it has complicated the task of
matching teaching objective to teaching methodology. Taba (1967) has
perhaps provided more helpful guidelines than any single source concerning
the process of matching objective to teaching strategy. The institution
itself is also in a position to provide multiple options and learning
strategies to students taking professional courses. Four generalizations
have been identified (Peck and Tucker, 1973, pp. 940-71) around which pro-
fessional preparation activities might be designed. These are: (a) en-
hancement of effectiveness through utilization of a systems approach,
(b) modeling by teacher educators of those characteristics considered
desirable in teachers, (c) approximation of real life situations in
training methodologies, and (d) rapitalizing on the desirable learning
effects of traditional methods of professional instruction as well as
utilizing alternative strategies.

Interdisciplinary Program Development. Is it possible for faculty
members, in attempting a systematic program design, to be sufficiently
self-critical to avoid stating objectives in such narrow terms as to
represent only the mechanics of teaching behaviors? Conversely, can they
avoid dealing in terms so broad that their translation into appropriate
activities is impossible?

As noted earlier, any teacher preparation program must clearly specify
the goals toward which it strives. Those goals can be met through the
inclusion of all three components of the undergraduate programliberal
education, preparation im major, and professional offerings. In the
planning of any professional program, the frequency and type of interac-
tion between the liberal studies faculty and the professional studies
staff will affect the compreensiveness and effectiveness of program
design and implementation.

The general trend in program design seems to be that each field is
left to its own devices. Mathematics specialists design math curricula,
English teachers design English curricula, reading specialists design pro-
grams to train reading teachers, and so forth. That pattern seems to be
a logical one and has been utilized in the various intensive attempts to
improve performance in science, math, and foreign language in the post-'
Sputnik era and to facilitate reading achievement during the past ten
years. Few of these efforts, however, have produced results that are
durable, exciting to learners, or signiificant to educators. Perhaps the
greatest need in program improvement is to open up the planning and de-
velopment process. Have educators isolated themselves from each other
to the extent that meaningful criticism and flow of ideas across fields
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oCcur:onlyy:chance? Do teachers of teachers tend tO eMbr4cenjearning
.,theOriet's:potiition to the exclusion of all Others? Could crots7disC4-
1464r.loW freeteacher-educators to sOme extent ftom'narrot,tviews :Of
teaChing*&Curriculum?

:-Evaluation.iH Under the:aegis of the AmericanAssociationofCelleges
ljet:Teather'Education (AACTE), Sandefur.(1970) proOoseda:model for:the
evaluation Of teaCher-education graduates.., That,Model:includes,foOrmajor
Categories of'datasouces: career line infOrmation;"directclaserOom-
observition; pupil, pear, and supervisory evaluation; and standardited

_ . .

Ahea4Ures. Three of those four meadures are available'for consideration
as the stUdent'progresses through the training aequence..

ASteacher preparation programs move..toward-moreand earlierfield
experiehces, direct obierVation 4t anY siageOfstuden* gieparatiO0er
-comes poesible. Further,'with peiforMance ekpectations W.thelmogriiih
c.larified for the benefit of student,-professor,:.and profesaiOnaiclass-
roomteachetalike, observation of students can:fOcus:-on'staie&objeCtives

:JEnr:performance and application. Thus, reports on:Observations:4ring'
the training program can serve both as a sourcoi preaCriptiveraining
and, at the'POint of decision tegarding recommendationas AjactOiAn
the decisionmaking process.

Sandefur's "direct observation" recommendation is tied exClueively
to student-teacher interaction modes (fOr example,:Flindets, 1960;
Amidon and Hunter; 1966; and Hough, 1967). Observationof teachers ih
preparation or at the conclusion of preparation-need not be so natrowly
restricted. Rather, a broad range of teacher behaviors,can and should
be evaluated by direct observation before the institution applies its
stamp of approval through certification.

Pupil, peer, and supervisory ratings can provide informatiOn regard-
ing affective behaviors of teachers for which systems.of obseivation for
specific teaching acts are inadequate. Research provides considerable
support for the validity and reliability of such evaluations in identify-
ing, teacher behaviors, attitudes, and characteristics, and some support
for relating them to teaching effectiveness. Teacher preparation insti-
tutions should make use of such input in evaluating the future teacher.
One special advantage in doing so is the broadening of the data base upon
which critical recommendations are founded bq including a larger nuMber
of individual judgments made by professional and lay personnel.

A wide variety of standardized measures are appropriately utilized
in arriving at a decision regarding recommendation. These measures could
include not only measures of characteristics associated with good teaching
performanceflexibility, adaptability, openness-but also measures of
competence in the subject area to be taught (for example, the Modern
Foreign Language Association tests of technical competence). Teacher
education institutions have been hesitant to apply either type of test
after the student has successfully completed required coursework, an
understandable poiiiion when expectations and requirements for certifica-
tion are stated only in terms of course completion.
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tnflUences on.Program Goals

AcCreditation Agencies. &crediting agencies andstate departments
A:of education have a maximal impact upon quality control of certification-.
Through-inetitutional accreditation, planned program approval, and estab-
.1iShment of minimal curricular and academic criteria, state departments
have created a set of regulations which must be adhered to by every insti-
tution in that state. More recently, same state departments have become
Active as advocates of special approaches to education, such as mandatory
competency based teacher education. Institutions of higher education have
tended to use state certification requirements as an excuse for their re-
luctance to change programs, curricula, and existing requirements. As a
iresult, little is understood about the interactions and reactions that
result in the pervasive influence of state requirements. Their flexibility,
their alleged restrictiveness, and especially what many perceive as their
increased aggressiveness have yet to be tested or challenged by teacher
training.institutions.

Accreditation bodies, whether regional or national, may exert both
positive and negative effects on quality control. Would most institutions
find the time-for self-review and assessment if not forced to do so by
accreditation visits? Had the 1961 National Council for the Accredita-
tion of Teacher Education (NCATE) Standards not called for the formal ad-
mission of students to professional prograMs, for example, would that
particular problem have received institutional attention and action?

Professional Groups. Content in academic majors can be influenced
to a considerable degree by recommendations of learned societies. Such
groups are frequently dominated by academicians in the field. One may
question the breadth of input from these scholars trained in particular
disciplines, who, through their professional organizations, seek to
influence policies relating to broad education goals in teacher training.
Furthermore, with what frequency do learned societies review their recomr
mendations from the viewpoint of modernization of ideas as well as for
the currency of the rationale behind their suggestions? It is possible
that both the teaching profession and NCATE should scrutinize the depth
and direction of this influence on quality control in teacher preparation.

Community. If an institution responds strongly to demands for
community-specific teacher preparation programs, community perceptions
of teachers and schools must strongly influence certification criteria
and teaching standards. Many concerns arise immediately. What is, or
should be, the role of the community in decision making? Community leader-
ship nay well lack skills in shared decision making, having acquired

--- position and power through sophisticated utilization of adversary rela-
tionships. How far is the teacher education institution ready to go, once
it has made a commitment to community participation in certification deci-
sions? How many decisions, and in what areas, will it share? What weight
will each participant in this sharing have in the decision-making and
implementation process?

Legal Challenges. Writings on teacher education repeatedly stress
that course grades and grade-point averages are insufficient indicators
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Of student quality. :Institutions everywhere from time to timediscover
.:thatLastudent:at-the point of certification recommendation shouldnot be
:allowedHto Work with Children. Ope result of this fact is that idgio
:ZChalleages to:certification regulations are increasing. LegalesPects
AlavefOCUsed faculty and institutional attention on the coUrsetOjollow
whenth APpliCanes unsuitability is recognized late in that aPplicant's
academic career. How Ao teacher educators protect themselves: against the
.OonstentjegalTchallenge to their 4ecision-making authority? One possi-
bility:is that of conferring a degree without certification for teaching;

Hthis processMight be accompanied by career counseling services for the
degteed but uncertified student,

It is to be expected that whatever means institutions now use to
deal with eleventhhour decisions to recommend against.certification will
be challenged in the courts. Some challenges will succeed,AesOite the
institutien'S'Orecautions in accumulating data to support iis case. How
Much data must teacher education institutions accumulate in order to sub-
stantiate their criteria for certification recommendation? This question
has:notbeen answered satisfactorily as yet.

The issue of alternative solutions to the problem of Candidates
trained for but unsuited to teaching deserves critical thought and crea-
tive solutions. Perhaps one focus might help to clarify thelOsUe so ler
as the teacher preparation institution is. concerned: Isthe institution's
ultimate client the student who has spent about four years seeking:accredi-
tation? Or is it the pupils who will be taught by, that student for the
stUdent's career life? If one balances an ineffective or unsuited teacher
against the hundreds of children who will have dealings with that teacher,
then the institution's responsibilities emerge clearly. It muet deviee
processes to meet the legal challenges instituted by those students who
have slipped.past all quality control points to the point of certifica7
tion, and against whom prospective pupils must be protected. At the same
time, it must provide supportive services for those students by suggesting
and facilitating the pursuit of alternative careers.-

E. TEACHER CERTIFICATION BY STATE AGENCIES

The.precedent is well established that individuals cannot be employed
by local school systems as teachers or other instructional staff members
without prior certification or licensing. Establishment of such policies
by states and the courts' affirmation of them are presumably intended to
protect the general welfare. Court decisions have upheld a state's
prerogative to exercise its police power and limit the profession of
teaching to those who meet prescribed criteria, a practice intended to pro-
tect state and local interests by guaranteeing the professional competence
of those who teach children.

Early certification practices commonly employed standardized exami-
nations or preparation requirements, with original responsibility for
certification largely in the hands of county superintendents of schools.
Certification is now conducted by the 50 state systems, with a small group
of large city school districts retaining certain special authority. Common
requirements shared by the states include citizenship, age, good health,
and evidence of good moral character. All states minimally require a
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bachelor's degree, with limited exceptions relating to teachers in certain
Nycational or industrially oriented fields. Some states also require spe-
cialized courses, such as those relating to state history, conservation,
and consumer education.

Approved Program Approach

The most common practice associated with teacher certification has
become the approved program approach, replacing the transcript analysis
practice common several decades ago. It generally combines the following
elements:

1. State department of education accreditation of institutions
engaged in teacher preparation

2. Development of guidelines for teacher or educational specialist
programs in the various fields of preparation by an agency of
the state department of education, involving representation
from colleges, school systems, and other school related
organizations

3. Development of programs by higher education institutions for
submittal to the state agency consistent with the guidelines

4. Examination by the state agency of institutional programs sub-
mitted and a decision regarding their approval or disapproval

5. If program approval is received, appropriate college personnel
recommend students successfully completing such programs for
a teaching license to the state department.

The present process of teacher certification, therefore, involves the
state department of education's placing upon an administrative official
in each institution responsibility for certifying that a student recommended
for a certificate has successfully completed a program of studies which
the state agency earlier judged to be appropriate for the development of
professional competence. Can certifying the student's successful comple-
tion of a sequence of courses which are part of an "approved program"
guarantee professional competence of a beginning teacher? If the teacher's
role is ill defined or so varied from community to community that no common
elements can be anticipated by preparing institutions, the effectiveness
of the approved program is further jeopardized.

A number of issues with important implications for quality control in
teacher education relate to certification standards and proCedures.

Issues Relating to Role Definition

Relation to Performance. Can meaningful certification standards be
established without prior attention to role definition and role expecta-
tions and the training program objectives expected to prepare personnel to
fill those roles? Without such role definition, can certification stand-
ards be seen as anything more than incidentally related to teacher role
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, performance? Numerous legal challenges are being introduced, requiring
evidence that certification requirements are functionally related to job
performance rather than sinply representing obstacles to employment.

Commonality of Role Expectations. If state certification requirements
must demonstrate relevance to teacher roles and performance to be judged
legitimate and secure from legal challenge, a related issue must be raised--
that of the extent to which a teacher's role in a particular subject field
or grade level is broadly comparable across the boundary lines of school
districts employing such personnel.

Is there, for example, sufficient comparability of roles of elementary
school teachers, high school science teachers, and middle school language
arts teachers to establish common role definitions upon which state certi-
fication standards can be based? If the answer to this question is "yes",
a logical follow-up is whether such comnon role expectations are of a
broad generic nature or wbether, in fact, they are parallel in terms of a
high degree of specificity. Logically, the nature and form of certifica-
tion standaris should reflect the same level of generic or specific quali-
ties as the role expectations shared by school systems affected by the
standards.

Validity of Statewide Standards. Lack of commonality of role expecta-
tions, on the other hand, lays open tOquestion the whole structure of
state level certification. If a certification standard, based on a role
definition, is consistent with the teacher's role in one school district
but quite ift:4.?tent with that in another, either the school system's
determinatio.: ?...,,sher roles or the validity of statewide certification
standards must be reassessed.

The extent to which the maintaining of state agency authority for
teacher certification is currently in question may be seen from a bill
introduced in the last session of the Florida Legislature which proposed
to abandon all statewide certification and transfer this authority to
county or local school districts--a system reminiscent of practice at the
turn of the century.

Local Criteria. The proponents of policies which would permit local
school districts to employ teachers on the basis of locally established
criteria claim such a plan would result in staff members who were respon-
sive to learning needs of the children served by those schools. Support
for this position has come, in some instances, from minority groups who
have chafed under the insensitivity of teachers and administrators to the
cultural backgrounds and learning needs of their children. Would decen-
tralization.of standards for certifying teachers result in improved educa-
tional opportunities for minority and other neglected children? Or would
decentralization permit, perhaps encourage, the perpetuation of narrow,
provincial, and bigoted community values through a biased community power
structure?

Reciprocity Between States. A related issue.concerns reciprocity
between states for the issuance of teaching certificates. Do the differ-
ences between communities and students in two states permit the acceptance
by one of teachers prepared in the other as possessing a safe level of
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professional competence? Is therenot as-great a variation among:iddiVidual
.'and community educational needs within:many of our state:3'as among', them?
-Jf a teacher's preparation from one state should:be jUdged-,unacceptabletO
educational needs in another (assuthing'general conparability Of'requirenents)
on.the.basis of different student and community'needs, is there any greater
likelihood that uniform state certification standards will be equally rele-
vant to the range of educational needs of urban and rural, agricultural
and industrial, affluent and indigent, or majority and minority populations
within a state? If there are not generic teaching competencies relevant
across the boundary lines of states, school districts, and neighborhoods,
mill not teacher education inevitably either return to,Lthe-pattern of the
norual school or have its pedagogical components provided entirely by em-
ploying school systems?

Need for Multilevel Plans. These issues suggest the need for a dif-
ferent view of the several stages of teacher education--preservice, in-
service, and continuing professional developnent--and a multilevel certifi-
cation plan which reflects the importance of both geueric and specific
teaching knowledge and skills. Consideration of certification ideas con-
sistent with those objectives follows.

Multilevel Certification

The importance of continuity in teacher education and the continuing
nature of the teacher's professional development_suggest the need for con-
sideration of a certification.plan that is consistent with such concepts.
If the broad pattern of teacher education is to begin with a preservice
preparation phase designed to develop certain generic teaching competen-
cies at a level that permits a graduate to begin practice at an acceptable
level of safety to the client, it is logical to expect that initial certi7
fication will concern itself with those generic qualities related to
client protection at a beginning level.

Internship. Successful teachers must apply generic competencies
appropriately to specific community, school, and individual needs. This
process of application is expected to occur during the initial years of
teaching, which is precisely when nost collegiate training programs have
concluded their relationship with the individual. Furthermorenamvschool
systems are staffed.inadequately_to provide_regular_supervision,_consultar_
tion, and support to the new teacher. As a consequence, sone thoughtful
teacher educators are proposing a five-year program'of preparationi with
the additional fifth year'providing for a full-tithe teaching internshiFH
carried out under joint supervision of employing school distritt and
training institution personnel. Under such a plan, a continuing certifi-
cate might be issued at the conclusion of that internship based-on the
evaluatiom by school system and university personnel, and focused om.
evidence that the candidate had applied generic teaching competenciei
appropriately to specific learning situations.

Often profestionals in the field have little input about the appro-
priateness of certificate renewal for their colleagues. The critical
questions to be asked before recertification relate to the ability of
the individual under consideration to adapt and utaize professional
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owledkejn'apecific situations, rather than imposition of criteria'aesó-
-f:aiatedexclusiVely'With additional academic study.: Needed is:a-Plan tO
,Aieek:eVidencelthat the candidate coilld effectively apply seneric 'learnings, . ,

, ,

illspecific.situations and was committed to A systeimAticA3rogrAm:of pro-
fessional.growth designed to enhance that application. Such a plan would

..-permIt initial teaching on the basis of success In the college based
preparationprogram, but would expect that continuing certification would
result from field based evidence in two areas: first, demonstrated com-
-petence in applying principles and concepts to particular classrooms
and children; and second, evidence of a functionallY designed program of
inservice education aimed at facilitating that application and respOnding
tO instructional needs of the achool system in which the candidate wee
employed.

Further Professional Growth. The teacher's professional obligations
do not cease, however, with development of competencies applicable to a
particular teaching7learning environment... The career teacher has an obli-
gation to continue to expand professional competencies-in the direction
of deVeloping diagnostic and analytic skills which permit adaptation.of
knowledge and teaching modes And materials to_fit a broad range, of learn-
ing needs. The preparation process begun as an undergraduate with experi-
ences aimed at providing conceptual underpinnings for specific teaching
practice is extended and enriched in continuing professional development
throughout the career life of the teacher. Such experiences go well
beyond situation-specific training which is the primary focus of inservice
education and of the continuing certificate level of the certification
process. The standards for certification of the beginning teacher rest
upon evidence supporting a safe level of competence to begin practice.
A continang certificate should document the individual's ability to
apply the knowledge and skills gained in a broadly based preparation pro-
gram to a particular school environment.

The Teacher-Scholar. The measures associated with awarding a higher
level of certification, what Andrews (1971, p. 14) refers to as a consult-
ant certificate, should emphasize instructional management capabilities,
including diagnosis of learning needs, curriculum planning And instruc-
tional materials development, and other competencies defined as marks IA
the career teacher-scholar.

A Four-Level Plan. Andrews' (pp. 14-17) proposal for multilevel
certification suggests four professional levels reflected in the type of
certificate. Initially, the teacher candidate receives a "preparatory".
certificate, which authorizes preparatory experiences with children,
youth, and adults in school or school-related settings. "Initial" certi-
fication follows, and may be valid from one to five years. It authorizes
initial school service as a staff intern. The person begins to assume
independent responsibility for clients. A "continuing" certificate
authorizes school service on a continuing basis. The person has shown
that he can effectively perform professional tasks. A "consultant" certi-
ficate is awarded to those who qualify for roles which contribute to pro-
fessional preparation and to the improvement of instruction, and who. hold
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.rcontinuing" certification. It is optional, limited to five years.ofiserV7
iCe,- and may be reneWed.

The-Andrews proposal closely parallels that recommended bv:the AACTE
,Commisaion on Zducation for the Profession of Teaching (Hawaam et al,
1976,pp. 124-26), with the 'Tatter report placing more explicit emphasis
upon the involvement of field based personnel in confirming.the ability
of the teacher to apply" professional knowledge effectively to a real-
teaching-learning environment.

Objections to Mhltilevel Certification. Such a departure from present
practice would, of course, provoke controversy and raise many issues. One
would likely be that the process of certification is already too cutber-
some, demanding, and highly structured. Any plan which extends the certi-
fication downward to include students in preparation and upward by elimi-
nating lifetime certificates would be viewed with alarm by those who-share
Taylor's (1968, p. 201) belief.that "what we need is not mare rules and
administration but more excitement." Those who argue that periodic license
renewal discriminates unfairly against teachers would do well to note the
current trend in other professions toward establishment of continuing
education requirements for practitioners in order to retain a license to
practice.

Another issue relates to the possible appropriateness of a "prepara-
tory" certificate authorizing preparatory experiences with thildren, youth,
and adults in school or school related settings which lead to initial cer-
tification. Many teacher preparation programs Are providing extensive
sequentially planned field experiences for prospective teachers, beginning
with early professional courses. Some educators have expressed concern,
however, that teacher education students without necessary backgrohnd and
insights may be involved in experiences having significant learning con-
sequences for thoae with whom they have contact. The preparatory certifi-
cate would require the establishment of.appropriate levels of learning
and background study as guidelines for appropriate student experiences.

Competency Based Certification

Another highly controversial issue area relating to certification has
been the mandating of competency based preparation programs through certifi-
cation requirements. In several states (for example, Texas, New. York,
Florida) regulations were established requiring teacher preparation pro-
grams to be structured in.a competency mode within a certain time period.
In New York, teacher organizations voiced strong opposition, holding that
there were no provisions for significant teacher involvement in the plan-
ning process. ,In Texas, an Attorney General's ruling held that a competency
node for preparation programs represented but one alternative, with'insti-
tutions being permitted to develop and implement programs organized around
other rationales as well. To many, including a number of individuals
strongly supportive of competency based teacivr education, the movement
taward mandating competency based preparation programs through certifica-
tion regulations represents a serious error.
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Control of Certification Policies and Practices

An. imPortiii iseUe relating to teacher certification is that of don-
trol of the certification process. Teacher organization interest in
certification has grown rapidly in recent years. These organizations take
the position that teadhers should have a central role in determining and
applying the certification standards for entering and continuing in the
profession. As a consequence, the National Commission on Teacher Educa-
tion and Professional Standards, an agency of the National Education
Association (NEA), proposed the establishment of a professional practices
and standards commission in each state, with broad ranging responsibili-
ties to include institutional accreditation, certification standards, and
professional ethics. Many teacher educators voiced considerable opposi-
tion to the model proposed by NEA because the Cammission called for a
majority of elementary and secondary school classroom teachers and Pro-
vided for only two college based personnel out of the thirtekm uembers
recommended. California, Oregon, and Minnesota are among those states
which have already moved to establish such commissions; many states have
advisory councils to the state board of education that consider guidelines
for certification and related matters.

Some believe that a serious conflict Of interest is created by per-
mitting professional groups to influence certification standards, a posi-
tion in marked contrast to that which holds that teachers, like other
professional groups, need to strengthen their influence on aduission and
retention in the profession if they are ever to realize full professional
stature.

Use of Examining Universitied or Licensing Institutes

A recurrent criticism of teacher certification has been that it rein-
forces the emphasis upon narrowly prescribed programs wida heavy profes-
sional components and as a consequence :rules out persons of unusual
experience and competence whose backgmund does not include the conven-
tional professional sequence. The criticism uakes more impmrtant the
development of a functional relationshfp between preparatiom experiences
and the competencies which teacher practitionera are espected to display.
When such competencies are unclear, efforts to maintain a tight pattern
of preparation are inevitably subject to skerious challenge.

Licensing Institutions. One alternative that has been proposed by
some of the critics of present certification pradtille has been the estab-
lishment of teacher examining or licensing institutions. Central to such
a plan would be the establishment of a requireuent that every individual
seeking certification as a teacher be examined by an officially designated
regional examining institution. Before a certificate was granted, the
candidate would need to demonstrate proficiency by passing a written
examinationeovering material established as inportant.

A related idea recommended in the report of the Study Commission on
Undergraduate Education and the Education of Teachers (1976, p. 145) pro-
poses establishment of aa occupational licensing institute to undertake
the necessary research to identify rational hiring criteria for teachers.
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An obvious concernwith the concept-Of the examining university is.

that such a plan would focus teacher certification on a narrow band of
-----7test-orianted knowledge rather-than On relevent-exPerienceor demonstiated

competence. Another concern centers around a belief that teacher prepara-
tion programs would become narrowly standardized instead of reflecting a
broad range of community and population differences.

Experimental Efforts. Teacher preparation institutions often com-
plain about the rigidity of state certification systems that inhibit their
Jevelopment of more functional programs. Mbst state certification pro-.
grams, however, provide for approval of programs which depart substantially
from established guidelines. If institutional requests are based on a
desire to experiment and if an appropriate rationale for the deviation
accompanies the request, state departments are likely to approve experi-
mental efforts. Iudications are that certification offices are not being
overwhelmed by such requests.

Some Legal Challenges

Relevance to job Performance. Criticisms of curreat certification
standards take several forms. Some hold that the standards are not directed
and simply block certain persons, including specific segments of the popu-
lation, from employment. Same feel that certification standards represent
restrictive licensing and protection for certain occupational groups rather
than providing necessary consumer protection.

Such criticisms pose potential legal challenges at every level of the
teacher education control process, and certifiaation seems especially
vulnerable. le

Minority Rights. An awakened societal sensitivity to the rights of
mdnorities is resulting in careful examination cf admission, certification,
employment, and promotion decisions, affecting workers in every field. A
central issue for teacher certification focuses on how to protect minority
rights at each level, while at the same time exercising rigorous selection
and screening to ensure that classrooms will be staffed by highly compe-
tent professionals.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 responded to concern regard-
ing employee selection procedures that seemed to discriminate against minor-
ity group applicants on the basis of non-job-related selection criteria.
That Act and the guidelines of the Equal Employment Opivrtunity Commission
(EEOC), the agency established in the Act to implement its policies, pro-
vide the basis for a series of significant legal challenges to certifica-
tion standards and to preparation program components contained within them.

Other Legal Issues. Hopkins (1973, p. 3) posed six basic legal
questions:

1. Through teadher certification does the State, or its delegate
agencies, certify that a person is in fact qualified (a) by
experience and/or (b) by academic preparation, to teach and/or
administer effectively a publicly accredited school program in
the State?
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2. The State certifies to it3elf and/or to its local delegate agen-
cies that a person is qualified, and subsequently this-Individual
demonstrates on the job that he or she is not capable of effec-
tively performing the teaching duties for which certification was
granted; does the State or its appropriate.delegate agencies be-
come legally liable? (a) To taxpayers? (b) To parents and
students?

3. Does a State certified teacher or administrator have a legal.
cause for action against the State or its delegate agencies, should
performance on the job demonstrate lack of the real qualifications
which the State previously certified the person to possess?

4. Does a taxpayer in the State.have a.legal cause of action against
the State should unvalidated teacher certification standards be
proved inadequate in terms of their relation to effective learn-
ing by students?

5. Are the State and its delegate agencies legally dbligated to vali-
date regularly their certification policies and procedures by
proving them to be job related, through analysis and evaluation
of certification standards in terms of their relation to effective
learning by students?

6. Is the State obligated to demonstrate that its certification
policies and procedures do not discriminate arbitrarily against
members of racial minorities aspiring to be teachers and adminis-
trators in publicly accredited schools of the State? .

In Conclusion

The sane dilemma which confronts those concerned with quality con-
trol at every other level remains central to the certification process.
What meaiures document that persons completing approved teacher education
programs perform effectively in reIl school situations? What training com-
ponents cause differences in teachers or teacher candidates which in turn
cause them to enhance laarning among those they teach? Perplexing though
the problems may be, the efforts of all elements of the teaching profession
must be addressed to their study and solution.

F. EMPLOYMENT

Employment of teacher personnel represents a shift in focus of the
quality control process. Preservice programs, whether broadly generic in
nature or addressed to the development of instructional skills linked to
particular groups of learners,.are designed to prepare individuals for
teaching in many places rather than in a particular assignment. In con-
trast, employment decisions.provide an opportunity to utilize selection
criteria that relate to a single community, a certain school, and a particu-
lar assignment within that school. Questions of individual competence in
a generalized sense remain important but are supplemented by employer
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....concerns:for balance and overall staff competence when the faculty of a
department, instructional_gr9VPs_gr_total

-:Officials'must consider not simply the selection of competent indiViduals
but also the need to select individuals whose competencies, interests,
teaching styles, and so forth coMbine effectively with other staff members.
Unfortunately, some large urban school systems have been forced to utilize
an employment process through a centralized division of teacher personnel
which may inhibit such quality control. Where school principals must
accept any teacher assigned to their school by a central office, teachers
are more likely to be viewed as "interchangeable parts" of an educational
production line rather than as professionals whose special talents can
combine with those of colleagues to provide an invigorating learning en-
vironment.. How employment decisions are made, therefore, becomes a vital
link in the quality control process.

Supply and Demand Factors

Teaching Shortages. During the late forties and for the next twenty
years thereafter the nation experienced a critical shortage of classroom
teachers. This problem was caused in part by the country's participation
in World War II and the skyrocketing birth rate follawing the war. The
teacher shortage had a devastating impact or the educative process. School
officials were forced to employ stopgap procedures. Immediate results of
the shortage were increases in class size, initiation of double saifts,
and the issuance of emergency teaching certificates. During this period
grave concern was expressed over the increased use of emergency certifi-
cates. It was indicated that the acute shortage of doctors during the
war did not bring about lowered standards for medical practitioners. In
many instances quantity took precedence over quality in order to put
teachers into classrooms.

In response to this national problem, teacher education institutions
accelerated their efforts to prepare teachers. Access to teacher education
became relatively easy, with colleges accepting anyone who applied (Lortie,
1975, pp. 17-18). In addition, students were often passed along even
though they were unsuited for the teaching profession. During this period
little attention was paid to the application of stringent quality control
procedures, either in teacher education programs or in the employment of
teachers.

Teacher Surplus. Currently, many educators are calling for the
utilization of measures designed to upgrade the teaching profession. The
rekindling of this concern has been triggered by three factors in particu-
lar: a recent decline in births, a decrease'in the nuMber of new teach-
ing positions, and the continued preparation of large numbers of new
teachers. These conditions have contributed to a surplus of teachers
prepared to assume classroom responsibilities, although same educators
suggest there still exist drastic shortages of qualified teachers in many
areas (Corrigan, 1974, pp. 196-98).

School systems presently are in the unique position of selecting
applicants from a large pool of certified teacher education graduates.
Same administrators and school board members argue for the continued prep-
aration of teachers without restriction in the belief that the larger
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manpower pool allows them to ret_uit better teachers (Illinois Task Force,
-1975,--p. 14)-i- In reality, however, does a larger number of candidates
-necessarily result in a better selection process at the local level?
Have school districts developed systematic plans for identifying the most
capable und most qualified teacher applicants from this large pool of
potential employees?

Variables in Effective Placement

Needs Identification. Local education agencies have primary responsi-
bility for the selection, employment, and continuing professional develop-
ment of teacher personnel. The first stage in carrying out that responsi-
bility is the identification of critical needs that exist at the local
school level. The second stage is to match those needs with teacher skills
and competencies.

Accountability. Accountability to the community is an obligation
hich confronts every local education agency. School system budgets are
being adversely affected by declining enrollments and a growing community
resistance to tax increases for support of school programs. Local. educa-

tion agencies are nonetheless expected to initiate activities designed to
upgrade school programs One profitable focus of such activities is on
measures.to identify and employ those teachers who possess qualities and
competencies that appear most appropriate to meet specific needs of the
district and the local school.

Professional Commitment. A criterion worth including in the selec-
tion/employment procedure is professional commitment to teach in a certain
type of school with a specific student population. Professional commitment
has been recognized as the single most important quality that teachers
should possess (Corrigan, 1972, p. 126). Given the parameters of a teacher
surplus and the need to staff schools with the best qualified persons, it
is for local school districts to consider emplo7;ment policies and prac-
tices designed to match candidate commitment with student needs.

Other Teacher Characteristics. A set of competencies, qualities, and
characteristics such as those suggeoted by Ryans (Y-tiO, p. 366) can be
used as a guide in the employment of personnel to staff local schools. An
additional variable is the individual personality. Getzels and Jackson
(1963) extensively reviewed research published since 1950 which focused
on the teacher's personality and characteristics. The authors acknowl-
edged that the personality of the teacher is an important variable in the
classroom. B. O. Smith (1969i p. 83) observed that personality is some-
times used as a criterion in the selection of prospective teachers. Can
Ois variable be used in a meaningful and realistic manner for the selec-
tion of teacher personnel? Are there personality instruments currently
available.which can be used at the school level to improve staff selection?

College Evaluation ofStudents. An imprtsnt aid to employment and
placement of new teachers is the information prqvided by the preparing
institution. Letter grades in key courses such as student teaching offer
only gross assessments and give no indication of aspects of teachig
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Which may represent special strengths or weaknesses of the candidate,. _Many_
-iaititUtiada-haVe.MOVed to a "Pass-4ail" system for student teaching,
deOompanied by a narrative report and detailed evaluation form Which de-
stribe experiences students have had and indicate areas of particular
aignificance. Other institutions have required students to provide a
video- or audio-cassette tape which the students believe is representa-
tive of_their teaching performance at the conclusion of student teaching
and the professional sequence.

Continuing Professional DeVelopment of Classroom Teachers

Not only must school officials attempt to employ highly qualified
personnel, but they also must expand and improve programs of inservice
education and continuing professional development for their present staff.
Colleges of education must remain intimately involved with local school
officials and with the organized profession and assume partial responsi-
bility for the continued assessment and professional development of teachers
and other school personnel. However, local education agencies cannot
evade responsibility for evaluation of their staffs by relying solely on
success in graduate programs. A variety of formal and informal collabora-
tive arrangements must be established among local education agencies, the
organized profession, and teacher education institutions to facilitate
the concept of lifelong learning for school personnel. Further considera-
tion of such arrangements will be found in section G, which is concerned
wit inservice education.

Community Participation in Employment Decisions

Local Dissatisfaction. In past years, and especially during the
early sixties, parents and community leadera aggressively sought to partici-
pate in local school decision making, including the selection of personnel
and the expenditure of funds (McCoy, 1970, p. 175). Major issues iderti-
fied by citizens included the poor academic performance of a significant
nutber of Children attending public school, irrelevant curricula, and
teachers insensitive to the needs of local children. As a result of
citizen protests, many local education agencies sought to expand the
concept of community participation.

The Ocean Hill-Brownsville School District in New York is an example
of one level of involvement given citizens in the management of a school
district. The New York Board of Education agreed to the creation of local
school governing boards composed of parents and teachers. Authority was
granted citizer,c to participate in decisions invoiving staff selection
(including butlding administrators), expenditures, and curricular matters
(BerUbe and Gittell, 1969, pp. 13-14).

A contrasting example of citizen participation occurred in the Chicago
Public Schools. The Board of Education approved the establishment of local
school advisory committees. Each school was permitted to establish an
advisory committee composed of parents, teachers, students, and repre-
sentatives from community organizations; their authority was limited, and
they operated principally in an advisory capacity. Variations of both
community participation models developed in a number of school districts
throughout the country during this period.
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gal:Issues -

EWployment. School officials must tread cautiously as procedures are
instituted to measure suitability to teach in a specific local'school dis-
trict. In recent years the federal government has initiated a number of
practices designed to ensure the protection of civil and human rights.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was originally intended to pre-
vent the discriminatory hiring practices manifested by private industry
against minority groups. The Act was later amended to prohibit such
discriminatory practices in state and local governments, including schools
and institutions of higher education. As criteria are used in the teacher
selection/employment process, care must be taken to guarantee that there
is a direct relationship of the stated criteria to job performance.

Legal issues may arise as employment policies are established that
seek to match teacher skills and interest with the needs of local schools.
A major concern should be the employment of the most qualified to fill
school needs, while ensuring that each school maintains a faculty reflect-
ing ethnic diversity. This need may well become a critical problem to
ekose districts that were or are presently under federal court orders to
desegregate school personnel. Given these conditions, can selective employ-
ment policies operate effectively without exacerbating already tense
racial and ethnic relationships?

Evaluation. The Cilia Rights Act has similar application in the
evaluation of teacher personnel. As school officials develop and imple-
ment procedures attempting to assess the effectiveness of classroom
teachers, they must ensure the protection of human and civil rights. The
current interest in relating student achievement to the performance of
teachers as a basic criterion in the evaluation process grew out of the
desire to add specificity to the role of the classroom teacher (Popham,
1973, p. 3). This process is highly significant because it could lead
to suspension, termination, withholding of salary increases, or reduc-
tions in salary.

Although considerable attention has been directed to the subject of
teacher evaluations, no method hits gained universal approval. Some of
the major problems associated with the use of competency based evaluations,
skills assessment, or performance based schen2s lie in an inability to
control the external variables that nay dtzttly or indirectly affect
outcomes. Another problem is that no one system of evaluation can be
applied to an entire school district. Consideration must be given to such
factors as environmental conditions, parental support to school person-
nel, school attendance data, support given teachers by local administra-
tors, and so forth. Althoudi a number of recent and refreshing insights
(Walberg, 1974) have illumiv-ted-the issue of teacher evaluation, instru-
ments are still needed that adequately and fairly measure performance
while assuring the rights of teachers.

G. RETENTION AND TENURE DECISIONS Am ITE: ROLE OF INSERVTCE EDUCATION

This paper emphasizes the importnce of au integrated and sequentially
designed program of quality control in teacher education which begins with
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a stUdent's admission to a college or university and extends throughout
ecareer OUtheteacher. Tn such a system every decision point uakes

a:Taignificant 'contribution to the whole. The unique contribution of:the
..stage associated:with the retention and/or tenure decisions of an employ-
ing school system is its shift from emphases which have been primarily
predictivein nature to assessment of performance in an actual community-
school-,classroomrindividual learner context.

Shifting from Generic to.Situation-Specific Learning

Prior to this stage the employing school system has looked to candi-
date credentials and recommendations, training program objectives and
components, and institutional reputations as predictors of the subsequent
effectiveness of that individual in a teaching assignment. The kinds.of
sequentially designed field experiences described earlier permit assess-
ment of candidate skills in particular, teaching tasks and classroom situa-
tions during the preservice preparation program. The teacher's capacity
to put all of those learnings together and apply them effectively in a
classroom setting for which that individual has full responsibility pro-
vides the most valid assessment of that individual's professional competence.

Generic Knowledge. Preservice preparation'experiences have necessar-
ily emphasized generic kinds of knowledge and skills judged to provide a
foundation for successful teaching in a specifiC setting and with-particu-
lar_student characteristics mad needs. This is not to say that learning
experiences have dealt generally with the responsibilities of teachers,
forthat would deny the understandings that result from experience in real
situations. Instead, an emphasis on generic knowledge acknowledges the
broad range of specific learning situations teachers encounter, even
within 4 single community or school system, and attempts to identify
their common threads or principles.

Situation-Specific Training. This conception of preservice prepara-
tion recognizes the impossibility of situation-specific teecther education
conducted outside the unique teachinglearning milieu. Rather than seek-.

-:ing to prepare individuals for particular assignments (which neither
:AnstitUtions nor candidates can predict with any certainty) most preSer-
vide preparation programs seek to identify and COmmUnicate generic teach-
ing knowledge and competencies and instill values supportive of, continuing
learning. Faculty are encouraged to be Uexible in teaching-apprOackin
prder.to relate functionally to varying-teaching tasks,71earninvstyles,-
and needs of their students. In nost instances, generic knowledge and
skills will be transmitted through the Use-hf concrete examples and real

. situations. At this point the' purpose of the specific is,to illuminate
the generic.. The objective of the preservice program Is not that of
Yenabling the new teacher to ease into a first teaching assignuent with a
jUll:repertoire of behaviors precisely attuned tO that circumstance. In-
stead, it is one of providing the intellectual and experiential under-
pinnings that will enable the neW teacher to be sensitive to the realities
of that assignuent and to benefit from learnings now centrally focused on
applying condeptual learnings meaningfully to individual learners and to
_instructional groups.
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Needs of the School System. After employment begins, the character
of professional education alters. The question asked by an employing
school system shifts from "Has this individual exhibited potential to do
the needed instructional job for our school system?".to "Has this individual
demonstrated in our school system the kind of effectiveness needed to
make us confident about retaining that individual and making a long-term,
perhaps lifetime, commitment?" The school system's judgment is very prop-
erly narrow and situation-specific in contrast to earlier judgments of the
training institution and certification authorities. It contrasts as well
with subsequent judgments that register the profession's assessment of
that individual as a career teacher-scholar. The obligation of sdhools
to provide relevant, high quality educational experiences for those who
attend makes it incumbent uprm school authorities to ask whether a particu-
lar individual has demonstrated ability to do a particular insttuctiotal
job. School officials ought to be concerned as well with the nature and
quality of preservice experiences and with the long-term professional
development of career teachers; they must, however, focus on getting and
keeping those who can perform tasks defined as essential to that school
district.

Continuing Education. Between initial employment of .a teacher and a
decision about retention for another employment period is a period of con-
tinuing education. It is also a period of assessment of previous learning
and present practice. Tuo dimensions of continuing or inservice education
exist. One derives directly from the experience of teaching--that is, the
learning that stems from doing the job for which the individual was em-
ployed. The other dimension is that which the individual and the school
system decide is important to the further development of professional
competencies in the teaching assignment. The culmination of the inser-
vice component of the teacher's professional development is an education
which has enabled that individual to function effectively in a particular
school culture. The record of performance in that environment and the
record of accompanying inservice education experiences should provide
the school system with data necessary to extend or conclude the employ-
ment of a staff meMber.

Related Issues. Several important issues are raised by this view of
school system decisions relating to reappointment and tenure. Who will
determine the level of proficiency necessary to gain tenure? Who should
be involved in the process: supervisors? fellow teachers? state agency
personnel? parents? students? representatives of the organized pro-
fession? teacher educators from the preparing institution? How can
tenure laws and procedures be altered to permit such an approach without
alienating both school boards and teachers? Can tenure procedures that
are truly school-specific actually work? What would happen when teachers
change assignments within school districts? Must such personnel undergo
intensive additional training to meet the needs of new schools? Would
such a plan weaken and ultimately serve to abolish teacher tenure policies?
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Linkages with Certification

The evaluation process SUSt described represents a critical link in
the multilevel certification plan discussed earlier. Under that plan,
certification upon completion of a preservice program is intended to regis-
ter an informed professional judgment that an individual has acquired a
"safe" level of knowledge and skill sufficient to begin the practice of
teaching. Any extension or renewal of that preliminary certification
needs to be based on the individual's demonstrated capacity to apply
initial learnings to a specific teaching-learning environment at a level
judged satisfactory to professional colleagues. Continuing certification,
still for a fixed period of time (perhaps five years with possibilitieS'
for renewal or extension), is granted to individuals capable of demon-
strating the successful application of generic concepts and principles
to a particular environment and who have been enriched by appropriately
related professional and academic studies. Continuing certification
should not be attained simply by completing additional formal studies.
It follows demonstrated teaching competence enriched by job-related
studies. The certification process Should provide for input from person-
nel representing training institutions, the state agency, the organized
profession, and the school system, in order to support the cOntinuity of
phases of professional development. This process will ensure that con-
tinuing certification is not withheld from.an individual because of biases
in the judgment of local employing officials or teacher colleagues.*

Opposition from Teacher Groups. An important issue stemming from
such a plan for reappointment and the awarding of continuing certification
relates to the traditional and sometimes appropriate opposition of teacher
organizations to evaluation. As a consequence, teacher reward systems
typically have been linked to service years or to the completion of formal
degree programs rather than to evidences of effective performance on the
job and professional growth experiences directly relevant to that
assignment.

Impact of Supply and DeMand Realities

Undoubtedly, supply and demand factors represent an increasingly
important influence on quality control at the decision point of retention
and tenure decisions. Given a large supply of new teachers seeking posi-
tions and greatly increased employment stability of the current teaching
staff, some school systems may become more reluctant to offer tenure to
personnel concluding what would normally constitute a regular probationary
period. Can school districts, on the basis of supply-demand data, refuse
tenure to a staff metber who has performed in a highly satisfactory fashion?
An increasing proportion of many teaching staffs will consist of older
tenured teachers. What will be the effect of such a shift on the inservice
education programs of school districts? Bow will such changes affect en-
rollments in undergraduate and graduate programs of area colleges? Should
expanded inservice education activities be supported by funding school
systems, tolleges, or some cotbination of both?
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-Present Inadequacies of Supervision and Inservice Education

The proposed quality controls associated with retention and continuing
certification require significant resource allocations for both supervision
and_ inservice education. The traditional practice whereby institutions
terminate their relationship-with new teachers at the conclusion of the
preservice program is entirely inadequate for such a plan.* Continuing con-
tacts occur, in most cases, only if the individual decides to enroll in a
formal graduate program at that institution. School systems are often
unable to provide regular intensive supervision of beginning teachers. As
a consequence, many new teachers launch this critically important Phase
pf their career with little help from either a college or their employing
school system. There is little point in speaking of "demonstrated compe-
tence" in applying important teaching concepts to particular teaching
learning situations, because neither the training institution nor the
employing school system has established the mechanisms for securing such
data. In only a few instances, and most frequently in relation to grant-
supported programs in fields such as vocational education, do training
institutions allocate staff time to the'folloW-up of graduates during
their first year of teaching.

Several recent teacher education reports (the report of the AACTE
Commission on Education for the Profession of Teaching [Haws= et al.,
1976, p. 100]; and the Ryan, Kleine, and Krasno study of Ohio teacher
education (1972, pp. 13-19]) recommend a five-year program of initial
teacher preparation, with the fifth year to include a teaching internship.
Under this plan the employing school system and collegiate training insti-
tutions could collaborate in providing continuing consultation and super-
vision to beginning teachers. Such supervision, if joined with.inservice
education opportunities involving some of the same personnel, could pro-
vide a close link between teaching problems experienced by the beginning
teacher and the inservice education program. School system supervision
cluld then be provided not only by systemwide or district supervisors,
but more directly and regularly, by senior teachers assigned to work with
an appropriate group, perhaps.four or five new interning teachers.

Supervision of the beginning teacher has been inadequate;Amservic,!
education programs offered in most school systems have been more deficient.
In many school districts inservice education programs remain minimal,
fragmented, and without a long range design focusing on the most critical
needs of that system. Don Davies, USOE Deputy Commissioner, testifying
in 1967 before a Senate subcommittee on education, characterized inservice
teacher education as "the slum of American education--disadvantaged,
poverty stricken, neglected, psychologically isolated, riddled with ex-
ploitation, and broken promises, and conflict." The same point was made
more recently by Roy Edelfelt (1974, p. 250) of the National Education
Association, who maintained that preservice preparation of teachers, having
received almost all teacher education resources and effort for four decades,
no longer needs such concentration; inservice education remains waste-
land" that takes the teacher's time and money and 'violates almost every
principle of good teaching." Furthermore, stated Edelfelt, it has not
emphasized "improving teacher performance."
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Differentiating Inservice Education from Continuing Professional Development

An issue of considerable importance grows out of the current confusion
of objectives for inservice education and those for the continuing profes-
sional development of career teachers. Recent federal legislation has
provided funding directly to school systems for teacher centers. Colleges
and universities seeking to justify budget allocations have frequentlyab-
dicated their responsibility for continuing professional development of
teachers by approving for graduate degree requirements a collection of
inservice education situation-specific teacher development experiences.
Such courses or experiences may contribute to a career development pro-
gram, but they cannot determine its character; for their purposes often
differ.

School systems should not expect formal graduate degree programs to
substitute for their own critical assessment of faculty competencies fc7
tenure and salary decisions;'neither should institutions of higher educa-
tion or teacher organizations assume that employer based programs of
inservice education can meet the broad obligations of career development
for teachers. Confusing the particular functions of preservice preparation,
inservice education, and continuing professional development can only
weaken the effectiveness of each. With the assistance and support of
.state educational agencies, colleges and universities, employing school
systems, and teacher organizations should all be involved in the prepara-
tion of teachers at each level. The role and degree of involvement for
each, however, will vary considerably from stage to stage.

.Position Statements. This paper differentiates rather sharply be-
tween inservice education and continuing.professional development. The
distinction is one supported by Smith and Orlosky (1975, pp. 179-80) and
by the AACTE Commission on Education for the ProfesSion of Teaching
(Howsam et al., 1976, pp. 102-103), who define inservice training as
"any training of school personnel to prepare them to satisfy a need of
the school system." That is, "deficiencies in the instructional, adminis-
trative, and support services of the school" shape the content of the
inservice training program. In contrast, developmental education "con-
sists of experiences and studies to satisfy the personal needs of the
school personnel." That is, "the interest of each individual in his own
personal and professional development and career advancement" comprises
the content of the program.

Supporting the involvement of universities in inservice programs,
Smith and Orlosky (1975, pp. 188-92) emphasized that inservice education
differs from university based programs of personnel deVelopment. In their
view, university resources should be made available to school systems as
needed to meet personnel training needs. In contrast, university based
programs of personnel development are designed to prepare selected indi-
viduals for specialized functions at all levels. They concluded that
"the inservice program should be clearly distinguished from the special-
ist program" (p. 195). The purpose of the inservice program, which is
school based, "is to induce concepts and skills to meet the needs of the
system." The specialist program, university based, "involves the schools
as a laboratory and a source of instructional assistance."
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The'CEPT Report (Rowsam et al., 1976, pp. 102-103) concurs, holding
]thati"schoOl:systems become the chief locus for inservice education" in
::order to retain "maximally responsive to school and community needs." 'The
4.epoTt Suggests:that "proficiency," "mastery," and "brilliance".are objecr.
tives of continuing professional development and that "the major Vehicle
forcarrying out profeosional development objectives still doubtless re-
Mains.'thegraduate programs of the colleges and universities, enriched by
thecollaboration of school system's." 'Professional organizations will
contribute through "publications, conferences, and other educational
activities" (p. 103).

Related Issues. Many issues stem from these statements of position
regarding inservice education:

1. If inservice education is to be primarily situation specific.and
employer based, what is the appropriate role.for.colleges and
universities? Are they properly respondents toreqUesis for.
assistance and resource use by school districts, or should they
have a part in the design of inservice education programs9

2. What part shall individual teacher interests play .in programs of
inservice education? Can some appropriate mix be established
which responds to individual teacher needs as well as to those
identified by school system planning bodies?

3. What is the appropriate role of teacher professional organiza-
tions in planning and implementing inservice education programs?

4. Can inservice education objectives and those"of continuing pro-
fessional development be combined in a university based graduate
program? If so, are there any particular proportions to be
maintained between the two program elements?

5. Do teachers need advanced degrees in order to document their
appropriateness for continued employment or tenure?

6. Who should pay for inservice education programs--the individual
teacher, the employing school system, a state or federal agency,
some combination of these?

The Future of Inservice. Additional provocative questions posed by
Edelfelt (1974, p. 252) as he speculated on the future of inservice educa-
tion concerned the following: whether inservice education becomes pSrt of
the teacher's job and is conducted on the employer's time; the reward
system for inservice education; the extent to which inservice education
should be related to proficiency or competency goals; satisfaction of
local needs versus more universal and generalized requirements; its rela-
tion to continuing employment, tenure, higher levels of certification, or
continuing certification; linkages between pre- and inservice teacher
eduCation; and the method of and resPonsibility for evaluation.
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Igportance of Collaboration

The teacher center, or personnel development center, is seen as a
promising mechanism for fostering both inservice education and continuing
professional development. Although critical issues of governance remain,
there is agreement regarding the importance of collaboration among school
systems, teacher- organizations, collegiate institutions, and state agencies
concerned with improving the effectiveness of instructional personnel..
Without such collaboration there is little hope for meaningful quality
controls at this key point in the career-long process of teacher education.

The Higher Education Task Force on Improvement and Reform in American
Education (HETFIRE) (Denemark and Yff, 1974) holds that a personnel develop-
ment center (PDC) can be located wherever personnel preparation and retrain-
ing happens.

For effective planning and evaluation of a PDC, HETFIRE advocates
ten conditions, among them the concepts of cyclical patterns of planning,
implementing, evaluating, and revising; allocation of resources; and sig-
nificant involvement of public school personnel, people in communities
served by PDC, and state government personnel. E. B. Smith (1970,
pp. 253-55) notes that after the upheavals of the late 1960s, it is now
hard to conceive of partnership without representation from community,
student, and teacher groups, yet the press for accountability has tended
to recast the partnership notion into a vertical systems model rather than
one of shared decision making in au operation consortium.

Emerging Issues. Varying points of view exist concerning the organi-
zation and administration of centers designed to improve the teacher's
capacity to respond to the needs of local children. Is it realistic to
suggest that universities cannot train teachers? Are local education
agencies better equipped to operate teacher centers? Can the various
groups and organizations cooperatively plan and operate these centers?
These are but a few of the critical questions surrounding this important
issue.

Although it maY be unrealiet1E-i-OeXPect teacher education institu-
tions to prepare'students for the variety of specific teaching situations
they may encounter in local schools, it is essential that these institu-
tions cooperate with local education agencies and professional organiza-
tions to design and implement professional development programs responsive
to both local needs and broader concerns of the profession.

H. CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: RECOGNITION AS A
TEACHER-SCHOLAR

Most experienced teachers who remain dedicated to excellence in the
classroom will utilize continuing education as an inservice function de-
signed by schools and school districts with assistance and facilities pro-
vided.by universities. Such teachers will become increasingly skilled
practitioners who, throughout their careers, will bend their professional
abilities toward improving their own situation-specific teaching skills.
A smaller and more select group of teachers, those 1.7n aspire toward
leadership end coordination roles within the profession, will advance to
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the culminating stage in the eight-level process of individual quality
control in teacher education. This level is designed to produce teacher-
scholars committed to and capable of exercising instructional leadership
in a broad range of educational circumstances. Some teacher-scholars will
focus on the development of specialized skills that are supportive of
quality classroom teaching and learning, but it is to be hoped that many
will choose to retain a career-long involvement in direct instructional
roles with children and youth.

Definition

As described by the Commission on Education for the Profession of
Teaching (Howsam et al., 1976, p. 103), cantinuing professional develop-
ment "reaches beyond the support of beginning teacher efforts to apply
teaching knowledge and skills to particular school and community situa4.
tions." Extending further than any specific needs of any given school
system, it functions to develop "professional teacher-scholars, capable
of high levels of diagnosis and prescription; coordinating thri instruc-
tional efforts of other professionals and paraprofessional associates; and
exercis-..ng leadership in school, community, and the profession." Because
graduate programs provide "the major vehicle for carrying out professional
development objectives," they and their relevance to the development of
teacher-scholars represent the principal emphasis of the observations which
follow.

Needs of Teachers

The decisions that affect students at the graduate level follow a
pattern similar to those at the undergraduate level: admission, continua-
tion of deselectian, graduation, and credentialling. In theory, graduate
programs should benefit from the interactive relationship between students'
formal studies and their current or previous work experience. Under-
graduate student motivations are largely anticipatory of a future teach-
ing role, and undergraduate institutional decisions affecting students are
largely predictive of future performance through evidences of current
potential.

Graduate programs, in contrast, have the enormous advantage of build-
ing upon existing experience and demonstrated potential. Unfortunately,
many graduate programs for teachers never exploit that advantage, but
simply imitate the program patterns developed for students in the academic
disciplines. In many instances, master's degree programs are incidental
to completion of the doctoral programs which foctis on the development of
a high level of research competence, often in a narrow specialty. For
several reasons, that pattern is ill-suited to the professional develop-
ment needs of the teacher-scholar. First, graduate programs for teachers
must be concerned with the applications of knowledge to the educational
enterprise and to the improvement of teaching and learning. Second, these
applications concern a reality not parallel,: 77 traditional university
disciplines or discrete college of educatik, pertments. Third, graduate
programs serve two groups of clients: (a) . road population base of
teachers seeking to improve their performance in situation-specific skills
thraugh inservice training, and (b) a much smaller circle of experienced
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teachers who will become instructional leaders, coordivators, researcls,
generators of ideas to expand the knowledge base for the education proies-
sion--in other words, teacher-scholars.

Graduate Enrollments: Some Implications

Enrollments in graduate schools increased 123 percent between 1962
and 1972, although this increase is expected to slow down to 16 percent
between 1972 and 1982 (Frankel and Mauer, 1974). Specifically in educa-
tion, graduate enrollments continue to incvaase rapidly although prospects
for teaching jobs look bleak. Much of the increased enrollment appears
to be the result of "deiersive credentialling"--that ia, teachers who seek
to stave off dismifJsal b: se-rIng a master's or doctorate in education
(Association of Graduate tt:-hools, 1976).

Program Quality.. Theae enrollment levels have implications for
graduate progrsus in education. At present, faculties have been increased
to record streagth. If on-campus graduate enrollments drop off, two
strategies are pr,,,dictabl (a) easier admissian requirements to keep
classrooms full, and (b) e. aeion of off-campus offerings. The danger
inherent in both strategier ,s erosiou cf program quality, a possibility
that implies greater n, thie point for control of program quality.

Educators applring gsaduate study have completed an undergraduate
teacher education program., and most have added several years of teaching
experience. These educators need to be provided with the highest quality
graduate and/or inservico faculty development experience possible, depend-
ing on their motivation and abillties. Most will elect inservice training
to enhance situation-specific skills. Achievement of teacher-scholar
status is clearly not iv, all and fq neither the result of, nor the reward
for, years of faithful service. Whatever their career goals, the number
of capable, experienced teachers who should be enrolled in graduate pro-
grams must increase.

The Theory-Practice Issue

Quality control at the graduate level is oriented primarily to aca-
demic aspects rather than related cf,,Ii.,nsively to practical competencies
required in the classroom. In some cases the two are congruent, but
generally admission, retention, and graduation follow a university-
oriented rather than field-oriented model.

Master's Programs. Current17, master's degreur.are lived daiefly for
two purposes by educators: (a) to attain higher levtls of certification
and salary, and (b) to enhance specific practical skalls. Specifi t. exit
skills related to job competencies often are nonexistent or at least not
well articulated, because master's degree programs ere eiesigned to be
general. Can such programs be used legitimately as a basis for upgrading
certification and pay if their relationsWps to on-the-job competencies
have been neither planned nor established?

Doctoral Programs. Doctoral prograras usually relate even lesb to
public school job performance criteria. The emphasis is on producing a
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scholar in the fleld of study, whose exit skills are primarily in research .

and writingwitness the nature of the final examinations and the disserta-
tion. From the standpoint of preparing individuals to further their knowl-
edge and apply theory to practice, is the current doctoral model satisfac-
tory? Colleges of education should perhaps describe more carefully the
goals and purposes of their doctoral programs. Smith and Orlosky (1975,
p. 193) suggest that candidates for advanced degrees "should be reqvil-ed
to demonstrate . . , mastery of the knowledge expected . . . and the skillt.

to apply it" in the sense of professional service rather than in.the mectdug
of self-improvement or nonservice pedagogy. Professional servics, however,
involves not only service to clients but also leadership within the px:)-
fession. Such leadership must be based on rigorous tr:Aning in generi,::
and eteoreticel areas through university based programs that are wholly
differentiated fram situation-specific inservice programs.

Theory x.. ki'accice. The degree to which graduate programs should
meet specific, practical needs depends on Whether they are linked to school
system-oriented inservice programs or to the objectives of continuing
professional development. It is clear tb...t stressing job preparation in
a program means that admission characteristics should relate to, or be
predictive of, the competencies requtred on the job. Some specific pro-
grams and courses, especially those offered on-site in school systems or
'developed expre6:Ay to lu.st particular school system needs, relate direct-
ly to actual rtaeroom skills. The question is, how practical can a
progrcln be and still have meaning in the "scholarly" realm of traditional
-graduate study? Perhaps one answer ic to integrate more field-related or
internship-type courses with the theoretically-oriented courses, thus
providing the skills needed by practitioners and the theoretical base
necessary for developing a broad conceptual framework for individual
riassroom approaches.

Situation-Specific Programs. Soma skills cannot be adequately taught
in graduate programs. Fci, example, Roaden and Larimore (1973, pp. 50-65)
hold that administrative skills can be learned anly in actual settings
where the pressures and responsibilities of the situation are brought to
bear, and institutional programs can have little impact on graduatea'
success in administrative positions. Presage characteristics, coupled
with the nature of the situation, apparently have a major influence on
administrative success. Faculty critics within and outside departments
of education question the quality of field based courses or programs (as
in Personnel Development Centers). They cite inadeour.e library facili-
ties, tired students, and lack of interaction with on-campus graduate
stuesnts. Because studentc in such programs are often selected by the
school system', they do not always onform to the academic profile of
on-campus erseuate stu&nts. How should a department or college of educa-
tion balance the abligation to sero particular competency needs of school
systems and teachers and the nee6 to satisfy university colleagues that
"quality" standards are being applied? The institutional context of
graduate student selection and retention operates within a framework
that places a premium rn the most academically talented students and on
courses that meet estaLiished views of quality in the liberal arts tradi-
tion. Service to field locations is not a part of this model, although
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service is an essential component of the prof,ssional teaching model. Here,
then, is the dilemma of training within the traditional institutional con-
text a field-oriented c14entele with a broad range of program needs and
abilities.

Selection of Students. Standards for graduate students usually
evolve from a combination of requirements and decisions by program areas,
colleges of education, and graduate schools. Arguments favoring the
inclugion of teachers and other educators in the student selection process
seem logical when viewed from the standpoint of the total career develop-
ment of teachers; nevertheless, college and university faculty members
usually demand the prerogative to choose those with whom they will asso-
ciate in the close relationship of mentor-student. If, however, colleges
of education are viewed as the training arm of the profession, do not
teachers have a place in the student personnel decision process? Perhaps
as with accreditation, such outside pressure could provide colleges of
eCmcation with the leverage to adapt student decision standards to the
reality of serving a heterogeneous clientele. It is important, however,
that the colleges and universities ensure that those wh--) will become
researchers and developers of new knowledge about teaching and learning--
that is, the teacher-scholars--be selected and encouraged on the basis of
rigorous standards and the best predictive evidence.

Academic Success Predictors

Y7'"" graduate programs emphasize academic and intellectual qualities
in the adu'Isions process; some require a certain level of experience,
which probaL'y helps the student relate the theoretical to the real world.

Admission Measures of success in graduate work have centered pri-
marily on grade-point average (GPA) and program completion. There are a
number of student quality checkpoints in graduate programs (admission,
qualifying exams, comprehensive final exams, and dissertation planning
and execution), but most students who persist are able to complete their
programs. A study of 8,000 doctoral program dropouts and 7,000 Ph.D.
recipients confirmed this fact by revealing that most of the students
who failed to complete their aegree lacked sufficient motivation (Tucker,
Gottlieb, and Pease, 1964). The crucial quality decision point for the
institution, therefore, is program admission.

The decision to grant admission to graduate study is typically based
less on job performance factors than on prediction of academic success,
yet efforts to determine the best predictors of success in graduate work
have been less than fruitful. The reasons are probably tied to the fact
that both sides of the correlation deal with a restricted range: (a) stu-
dents seeking admission to graduate work come from a select group of about
25 percent of the population who complete baccalaureate degrees, and (b)
graduate grades are almost exclusively in the "A" and "B" categories.
Therefore, a relatively intelligent group of candidates score across a
range of 200 to 800 on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) for various
reasons, including weaknesses in test design, and proceed to earn uni-
formly high grades in graduate coursework.
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Retention. The rigor of graduate study is betrayed by a grading sys-
tem which looks with suspicion upzm a "3" and totally rejects a "C." Once
admitted, graduate students are unlikely to face suspension for immlequate
academic ratings. Retention processes openate rather on the persistence
with which students are willing to pursue their programs despite bureau-
cratic tangles, rules, and requirements. Discouragement is the couaterpart
of undergraduate suspension.

Instruments. As with undergraduate teacher education, tIA current
admdasion-retention-graduation,decision processes utilizee wl-th graduate
students are iMprecise and often criticized for being inapnroprate as well
as for excluding those groups which do not score well on standardized

.tests. Some teacher educators argue that"tests of acadeMic aptitude pro7
vide a crude measure of students' ability to deal with abstract concepts,
to conceptualize research, and to deal effectivelY in the verbal'dimension.
Others maintain that many of the instruments used contain cultural biases
which discriminate against minorities. Many cannot be defended as being
relevant to successful job performance.

Most graduate admission decisions are based upon undergraduate GPA
and some test scores such as the Miller Analogies Test (MAT) or the GRE.
Critics are quick to point out the questionable correlations of these
criteria with success in graduate school. As A result of a survey of 43
correlation studies in predicting success in graduate school from 1952 to
1972, Willingham (1974) concluded that the undergraduate GPA (UGPA) and
the GRE Advanced Test are generally the best predictors. The Advanced
Test, however, is not a particularly good predictor of success in graduate
work in Education. The'GRE correlation with graduate study success is
positive but not high; its predictive validity varies depending on the
field of study.

Although motivation is a key factor of persistence in graduate study,
the UGPA is a measure of academic talent, and therefore predicts only
similar kinds of behavior at the graduate level. Lunneborg and Lunneborg
(1973, pp. 379-87) found the UGPA to correlate positively with first year
performance in graduate school, but not with eventual success. Willingham's
(1974, pp. 273-78) review of the literature revealed that the UGPA had a
respectable correlation to first year graduate success but low correlations
with "time to doctorate" and "attain doctorate."

Another popular selection test is the MAT. Stuaies by many investiga-
tors (Schwartz and Clark, 1959, pp. 109-11; Ayres, 1971, pp. 491-95;
Durnell, 1954, p. 107; Platz, McClintock, and Katz, 1959, pp. 285-89)
challenge its effectiveness as a predictor of success in graduate study.
An interesting as1'2ct of the Durnell effectiveness study was the finding
that a very high score on the MAT may be less indicative of scholastic
success in Education courses than is a score closer to the mean.

In Summary

The measuring tools available for predicting academic success are
still quite inaccurate. Relatively little effort is being made currently
to screen on professional competence criteria (although there are excep-
tians, such as programs in psychological testing and special education).
There are compelling reasons, however, to be less concerned with admission
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criteria and to devote the closest attention to providing creative graduate
programs of high quality for those educators who are in the public school
classrooms and whose ability to teach and interact with children can be
enhanced through appropriate graduate experiences. Such programs, however,
must differentiate between continuing education in school-oriented programs
designed to enhance the situation-specific skills of career teachers, and
continuing professional development programs designed to train a much
smaller group of teacher-scholars.
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AN OVERVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL QUALITY CONTROLS

A. ACCREDITATION

Accreditation can be described broadly as &peer evaluation process
conducted by private education aisociations-of'-regicinal and national scope,
which recognizes "an education institution or program of study as Meeting
certain predetermined criteria or standards" (Miiler, 1973, p. 6).

Types of Accreditation

"Institutional" accreditation, where the entire institution is
evaluated, is usually performed by regional accrediting agencies, such
as the North Central Association or the Southern Association. "Special-
ized" or program accreditation involves the evaluation of particular
fields of study and is usually carried out by the accreditation arms of
professional societies or particular accrediting agencies set up for that
purpose, such as the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher_
Education (NCATE). State departments of education also conduct program'
accreditation, utilizing evaluative criteria similar those of NCATE.

Purposes of Accreditation

In most countries, national agencies sanction, evaluate, and control
institutions and programs. Since this kind of national control has never
existed in the United States, the public and the professions have sought
some indicators and assurances of quality in institutions of higher educa-
tion. Accreditation, as a service to the public, provides guidance about
institutions or programs which have attained at least minimal quality
according to accreditation standards. Accreditation also fosters insti-
tutional self-improvement, through the self-study associated with the
accreditation process and the motivation for non-accredited institutions
to improve their programs. Accreditation facilitates the transfer of
students from one institution to another by giving some assurance of
quality and by suggesting consistent transfer procedures. Accrediting
agencies set and monitor standards among training institutions, thus
encouraging higher professional quality among students and faculty.

Prospective employers often regard accreditation as a sign of
quality training. However, the value of national accreditation in
teacher education has neVer matched the importance associated with accredi-
tation in fields such as medicine, law, and engineering, where accredita-
tion has become essentially a compulsory process. In contrast, only about
40 percent of teacher education institutions submit to NCATE review.

Impact of Accreditation

Accreditation can have a powerful influence on an institution's
ability to attract competent faculty and students. Many federal and state
grants require that the receiving institution be accredited. Without such
aid, non-accredited institutions often find it even more difficult to at-
tain the standards required for accreditation. Many states provide for
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reciprocity in teacher certification, which frequently is based on NCATE
accreditation of the program from which the candidate was graduated.

Accreditation Processess

Basic steps in the accreditation proceus,include establishment of
standards, inspection of institutions and programs by competent authorities,
publication of a list of institutions judged as meeting the standards, and
the carrying out of periodic reviews.

Rolf W. Larson (1974, p. 2), Executive Secretary of NCATE, identi-
fied four basic accreditation problems in the area of teacher education.
These are: allowing for institutional differences in a common accredita-
tion evaluation, basing accreditation decisions on real college substance
rather than on -'ements of form, determining the actual focus or function
of accreditatio , and determining the real qualifications of the graduate.

Issues Relating to Standards

Applicability. Are standards for accreditation of teacher education
to be minimum standards which all institutions'shall meet? Or are accredi-
tation standards designed to stimulate institutional self-improvement? Is
it appropriate to establish a single set of standards that will be applied
to every institution, regardless of size and availability of resources?

Expectations. The accreditation process has been heavily oriented
toward institutional factors such as nuMher of books in the libtary; num-
ber of faculty with doctorates, public school experience, publication
record; and total institutional commitment. Should greater emphasis be
placed on output indicators? Is there a crucial link between institu-
tional and program characteristics and the ability of graduates to perform
in the classroom? Should accreditation seek to establish this link,' or
iimply certify that minimum resources exist and minimum standards have
been met?

Special Cases. Would a firm adherence to standards impose hardships
on developing institutions and historically "black" colleges? These have
not received funding in the past to support the quality standards possible
for others. Would such institutions require time and funds for special
development?

Relevance of Standards. my innividuals competent ir cular
teaching sismations have atteadO unaccredited institution: :are not
college trained. The Study Commission on Undergraduate Edv4:ation and the
Education of Teachers (1976, pp. 138-39) argues that both accreditation
and certification should relate to the competencies required of teachers,
specifically competencies required with particular situations, communities,
or various cultural groups. Hence more substantive and relevant accredi-
tation standards are needed.
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Issues Relating to Reliability and Validity of Judgments

Limiting the Area of Assessment. Should teacher education accredi-
tation continue to focus almost wholly upon the professional dimension?
Preservice teacher education programs consist primarily of Arts and Sciences
courses, with less than one-fourth of the student's work taken in colleges
of education. Is it valid to base accreditation of a teacher education
program solely on an evaluation of the education portion of the program?

Sublectivitx. Accreditation lacks adequate objective methods of
measurement and evaluation, and often relies on either professional ex-
pertise and subjective judgment or superficial quantitative measures.

Relations to Effectiveness. Current practices rely heavily-On input
evaluation.. Accreditation Standards encourage follow-up of graduates,
'but the relationship of program to job market competencies is seldom es-
tablished. Few attempts are-made.to validate accrediting criteria accord-
ing to predictive validation or content validation models. Those whose
expertise and judgment are utilized in the accreditation process should
systemize and publicize the criteria upon which they base judgments.

Issues of Governance and Control

Until recently higher education, as mandated by the National Commis-
sion on Accrediting (NCA), exercised majority control over NCATE accredi-
tation. National Education Association (NEA) pressures caused realignment
of the governing council and provided for equal representation of the NEA
and AACTE, with representatives of three other organizations composing the
remaining one-third of the total.

Teacher Educators vs. Teachers. Most college based teacher educa-
tors maintain that professional teacher education personnel should dominate
policy-making and decision-making bodies of NCATE. They argue that teacher
education specialists knaw best what should be included in teacher educa-
tion programs, that colleges of education bear the bulk of accreditation
expense, and that diffusion in control has weakened the process as a
quality control mechanism. Professional teacher organizations contend
that teachers should control the accreditation process, maintaining that
teachers know more about the act of teaching and therefore are better able
to advise on teacher education program content and strategies.

Standards. Should responsibility for establishing standards be lodged
primarily with represrutatives of the institutions offering programs, with
teachers (the program clients), or with school officials (the employers of
program graduates)? If a function of accreditation is "consumer protec-
tion," what role should be exercised by the public and what agencies should
be involved?

Personnel. Who should be involved in accreditation teams, review
panels, the governing council of the accrediting agency, and appeals boards?
Higher education personnel have been criticized for A reluctance to deny
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accreditation to.colleagues from sister institutions. Statedepartment
and teacher organization representativesare.sometimes,alumni of.lan insti-.
tuft.= under review. The Student National Education.AssociatiOn (SNEA) has
pressed for student representation at every level of the.accreditation
process. A major issue of special concern to institutional representa-

7.'.----tiyes-is-how-fieldfbased practitioners can be involved in the accredita-
tion process without including in decisions of vital importance to the
institution persons who are unfamiliaryith the operation of higher educa-
tion or are influenced unduly by organizational objectives unrelated to
program quality.

Accreditation: Mandatory or Voluntary?

Traditionally, higher education has favored voluntary accreditation
because its primary goal has been to improve institutions, and many col-
leges have wanted to maintain a favorable cost/benefit ratio in their
teacher education programs (Cyphert and Zimpher, 1.97. 5)., The *teach-
ing profession, on theother hand, supports a mandatory approach which
would enable teachers to have sone voice in program design and content.
Mandatory accreditation could eliminate about 25 percent of current
teacher education programs. Accreditation criteria,-however,.Would first
have to be linked more definitively to the production of quality teachers.

Financial Tasues

Perhaps the major issue confronting teacher education accreditation
is.the conflict between thz desire for a higher level of reliability.and
.validity and the desire for a simpler and less expensive process. Team
size and expense are growing, standards are more complex, but budget
limitations prevent adequate training (:)r teams and evaluation panels.
Cost analyses conducted several years ago by several state untversities
reported expenses in excess of $100,000 for an NCATE visit. Those same
institutions undergo regional accreditation studies, and many are reviewed
by their state department of education and.federal agencies as well. The
development of statewide councils on higher education in many states, and
internal nrogram evaluations, generate additionaVieview processes.

National v4i - Bank

The establishment of a national data bank for teacher education offers
one possibilitY for achieving greater efficiency,in the accreditation proc-
ess. Institutions agreeing to a comnon format fOr annual reporting of
data useful in assessing their performance could employ these data to
compare themselves with institutions of similar purposes and aspirations.
This process could reduce the necessity for huge visiting teams, encourage
annual (or more frequent) accreditation assessments, and permit visiting
teams to function more as consultants than as investigators.
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Recommendations for Reform

Concern about the accreditation process has generated many suggestions.
The AACTE Commission on Education for the Profession of Teaching (Howsam
et al., 1976, p. 123) asserted that accreditation should remain nongovern-
mental and should provide full disclosure to the public. Processes must
be specific, detailed, and current to ensure quality (but not so complex
that they will drain resources from thf.: preparation programs), and must
become less campus oriented, less fragmented by traditional degree dis-
tinctions. College based teacher educators and the public should be
represented, and major emphasis must be placed on the products of train-
ing prograMs. Other recommendations (Miller, 1973, pp. 208-10) include
the establishment of a national body to coordinate, monitor, and supervise
accreditation of prat-secondary education; and the use of independently
appointed Public It:presentatives, utilizing a public hearing approach.
The Study Commission on Undergraduate Education and the Education of
Teachers (1976, p. 144) recommended that: teams should include students
and representatives of diverse community and minority groups; substantive
relevant standards should be developed; reports should be published and
disseminated; and an appeals process to an independent outside arbiter
should be available.

B. PROGRAM EVALUATION

A total plan of quality control must provide for program evaluation,
which offers informatim about the merits of programs judged against
broadly recognized cl-iterla, and furnishes feedback for course and curri-
culum improvement, faculty recruitment, personnel policies, and devel-
opment of student selection and retention criteria.

Curriculum Issues

Decisions relating to the nature, type," or philosophical approach
of institutional programs relate to a number of issues. These include
consideration of the merits of competency based and traditional approaches,
the possibility of combining competency and "humanistic" program designs,
the assigning of priority to extensive field experience or emphasis on
theory, and training in specific as opposed to generic skills.

Content. Program planners are also concerned with curriculum con-
tent. What components relating to depth and breadth should be included?
Do historical and philosophical components, for example, contribute to
the ability of graduates to do their job? What should be the specific
role and content of each course? Are there some training experiences
that will produce "better" teachers than others?

Sequencing. A third concern relates to the sequencing and inter-
relationships of the components of the program. How should,field and
classroom experiences be ordered? What is the best relationship between
theory and practical experience? Should professional education courses
be interspersed throughout a four-year program, or should they be provided
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in a "professional block"? If a five-year program is contemplated, should
the:fifth year precede full-tiMe teaching or be carried On in conjunction
with a paid, full-time internship?

Evaluation

Vital though these curriculum issues are, the overriding issue is
that of determining Whether a particular type of provam, course content,
or program configuration is, first, adequate, and second, better than
another. Without kind of reliable evidence resulting from program
evaluation, the baa', for making decisions about teacher education curricula
remains that of (- active professional judgment and speculation.

.

Nature of Evaluation. Evaluation, a process for collecting'and
utilizing information about programs or people, exists for the purpose
of facilitating the decision-making priss. Areas of evaluation (Dressel,
1976, p. 15) include planning, to determine needs, devise goals, review
performance, predict developments; input, to relate resources to goals
and consider. alternatives; process, to provide periodic feedback; and
output, to assess attainment at designated states. An alternative struc-
ture for evaluation suggested by Haberman and Stinnett (1973, pp. 149-50)
identifies as its major dimensions presage (characteristics used to pre-
dict that a program will be effective), process (the nature of an inter-
vention), and product (the outcomes of the process).

Evaluation Strategy. Evaluators, acting on their own training and
orientation, utilize different assessment techniques. Generally, the
process of evaluation includes eleven steps (Dressel, pp. 8-9): identi-
fication of program values; formulation of goals and purposes; determina-
tion of criteria for measuring success; obtaining and analyzing data
pertaining to program activities; determining the extent of success and
failure; indicating relationships between program treatment and outcomes;
identifying unplanned effects; assessing the impact of uncontrolled
variables; formulating recomnendations regarding program changes; set-
ting up a system of continuing review; and assessing the social utility
of program objectives and processes.

Differing Perceptions of Evaluation. Evaluation is perceived dif-
ferentially by program participants as providing valuable feedback for
possible program revisions, as a threat, as a way of justifying program
existence, and as a device used by program adi-inistrators to control the
staff. The nature and objectives of the evaluation itself may affect
this perception, and systems of evaluation can be designed-to fulfill
particular expectations. Evaluation in quality control, for example,_
often utilizes tests and grades and lends itself to_use-as-a-menni'of
resisting change. Other_types-of-evaIdatiOn are designed to facilitate
continuous improve-Merit through gradual change (Dressel, p. 15).

Obstacles to Evaluation. Because evaluation operates in real-life,
action enw'ronments, it may conflict with institutional research needs
and prioril.ies. As a result, staff members may be reluctant to cooperate.
Programs are complex and the isolating ef significant components is not
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-only difficult, but also complicated by the fact that goals are generally
not specific enough to measure. Rarely can control groups be set up, and
in any case a program's impact nay become evident only long after its
completion.

Setting Program Goals and Objectives

Stating Goals. General directions and desired outcomes for particu-
lar programs are usually easy to determine. Difficulty arises when these
outcomes must be stated in terms that can be measured. How does an
evaluator know whether an objective is worthwhile, when it has been
achieved, or how thoroughly,the task has,been done? Some program goals--
such as including certain courses in every schedule--may be judged to have
merit, but such goals provide no means of measuring the quality or rele-
vance of the program itself. Some objectives--such as high scholastic
achievement--can be measured accurately, but it is difficult to establish
a causal connection between the program and the objective. Another issue
relates to the degree to which overall program objectives limit faculty
autonomy to determine course objectives and content.

Stating Competencies. Competency based programs attempt to establish
causal relationships by requiring definitive statements of desired outcome
behaviors, which are then converted to program competencies. Competencies
stated as broad groups or categories provide more flexibility for faculty
in designing individual components, but offer less structure in evaluat-
ing what each program graduate has accomplished. In addition, proponents
of comnunity- or culture-specific objectives disagree with advocates of
programs designed to produce teachers more generally prepared who can
adapt to a variety of settings.

Selecting Appropriate Criteria

Criteria specify the factors and levels which will be used to measure
the differences affected by the program. The nature of the criteria
selected influences staff priorities, predetermines some outcomes, and
affects the integrity of the entire evaluation.

Seldom do selected criteria relate to the interaction between the
education program and the student. Institutional or presage criteria are
most commonly used in evaluating teacher education programs. These
comprise professional, legal, public, and institutional criteria, all of
whiAl are removed from the act of teaching. Criteria asiociated_with------
Frocess evaluation include_administrative, student;-and faculty goals and

-valuea;-WhiCh tend to place a low priority on teacher-pupil interactions.
Criteria associated with product evaluation focus on pupil learning,
teachers as change agents, and teacher behavior,-but not on the rela-
efonship among these variables (Haberman and Stinnett, pp. 150-70). In
all cases, causal links are difficult to establish.

Who Should Evaluate?

Discussion typically focuses on whether "insiders" or "outsiders"
should do the evaluating. Insiders, who have greatest familiarity with
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the program, are_criticized for bias_ toward favorable findings. _,Outsiders
possess greater objectivity, but may have difficulty learning what the
program is really like. Little has been done to involve a wider range
of concerned individuals in the deterndnation of teacher education program
quality. Systematic involvement of School system Administrators, teachers,
or parents in program quality evaluation is rarely-implemented. Multiple
involvenent of groups with such differences in background and concerns
vould, of course, reflect many different perceptions of what constitutes
program quality.

Quality of Data

Another factor affecting the interpretation of evaluation results is
the type and quality of data used. Problens occur if data are used for
evaluation simply because of their availability. It is often not known
under what conditions such data were collected, whether data from several
sources are compatible, whether definitions utilized were clear and con-
sistent, or whether sampling techniques were adequate.

The Difficulty of Standardizing Treatments

In teacher education programs, the "treatment" usually takes the
form of courses or other special experiences provided for students. Since
most programs have relatively large enrollments, courses are offered in
several sections or settings. It is immediately apparent that differences
among instructional staff and environments create varying experiences for
the students. Thus there are many treatments within'any one "Program."
What, then, is truly evaluated when studentgains are measured? How can
quality be maintained across such variety within individual programs?

Difficulties Related to Student and Faculty Idiosyncrasies

When student or faculty actions, reactions, opinions, or achieve-
ment are utilized in evaluation, the evaluator faces the problem of dif-
ferentiated perceptions of any given intervention. Dressel (pp. J16-23),
examining areas of individual differences that influence reactions, iden-
tified personal response patterns, cognitive styles, and trait-trevnt
interaction. Haberman and Stinnett (PP. 158-60) described the_reaw-Lows----
to academic programs_of_four groupsT-ranging-fm activists who prefer

----free-ele-atives to convenience-oriented students who view class tine
schedules as more important than course content. Many categorizations
are possible; the point is that evaluation results can be skewed by
student motivations and interests. One adjustment to this phenomenon
is to measure student input characteristics that can be expected to affect
the output of prograns (Astin and Pamos, 1971, p. 736).

The Difficulty of Establishing Causal Relationships

Although relationships can often be shown between program activities
and student gains or changes, it is extremely difficult to ascertain either
the factors that caused the change or the portion of the change attributable
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to the program, to input variables, and to other factors. From a techni-
cal standpoint, the evaluator must make every effort to anticipate exkra-
neous variables that might affect output indicators. Until more and
better researda evidence links program variables to the performance of
teachers graduated from these programs, educators' judgments about "qual-
ity" curriculum designs should be recognized as products of logical
analysis and shared experience which must be confirmed by more rigorous
evaluation.

Adequacy of Resources

The nuMber of dollars iavested in education is often used as an
indicator of educational quality. Although the training of other profes-
sionals is financed more adequately than is the training of teachers,
only inferences can be made about the most appropriate allocation of
funds to purchase quality instruction, facilities, and equipment. There
exists only sparse evidence concerning the relative impact of resource
allocation on program quality.

Evaluatian of Personnel Development Centers

In recent years sthools, teachers, and parents have asked for greater
involvement in the process of preparing teachers. One structure suggested
for facilitating such involvement is the Personnel Development Center
(Denemark an4 Yff, 1974). The problems xssociated with program evalua-
tion in such consortial arrangements are compounded by the fact of multi-
metbership. Planning and evaluation necessitate involving various groups,
each with someullat diffrent values and goals.

These differences in orientation by PersonziA Development Center mem-
bers Were categorized (Sagan and Smith, 1973) pp. 52-55) as "typical func-
tioning profiles," based on a four-area framework (Haberman, 1973) that
took into account the college of education, the community, the local
school system, and teachers' organizations. Reaching general agreement
an specific objectives, criteria, evaluators, and program components
a difficult task Indeed. The difficulty is compounded by the need to
gauge thequality of each compohent as well aa the total program. An
intermediate-step evaluation might be the analysis of organizational
variables, such as structure, governance, and management procedures.
Program evaluation can then occur when the functional arrangements have
been worked out and each participant feels at ease in the cooperative
enterprise.

Resistance to Change Based on Evaluation

The purpose of program evaluation is to Provide information for
decision making about the program. Often evaluation is carried out at the
end of a project when it is too late for decisions regarding refunding or
continuation. Ongoing teacher education programs require continuous feed-
back, with the focus on the day-to-day operation. Rather than providing
unequivocal conclusions regarding the success or failure of a program,
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evaluation of this type is more likely to result in data that lead to
revisions and further testing (Suchman, 1972, pp. 63-64).

Changes suggested by evaluation are often difficult to implement
because of restrictions 1:,n facilities, resources, and expertise. Tradi-
tion, emotion, and political considerations also hinder needed revisions.
Nevertheless, quality control cannot be achieved without program evalua-
tion, which compares what a program has done with what it should do.

C. FACULTY EVALUATION

Evaluation of faculty is an important and controversial aspect of
institutional quality control. Proponents hold that evaluation is essen-
tial for enhancing institutional quality through identification of exem-
plary and inadequate performance. Opponents of evaluation doubt its
functional influence on faculty performance ard register concern over the
tensions it fost2rs. Advocates refer to evaluation's effect of increasing
research and scholarly writing and improving teaching and advising.
Critics suggest that evaluation discourages faculty from making enduring
contributions to the institution's programs by re,..arding conspicuous
activity in broader regional or national circles.

The Difficulty of Selecting Criteria
-

Attempting quality distinctions among faculty creates the problem of
establishing suitable criteria for evaluation. There is lack of agree-
ment not only on the characteristics of good teaching, but also on the
connection among f_culty characteristics, instructional techniques, and
learning outcomes. Consequently, controversy surrounds both the broad
conceptual framework for faculty evaluation and the more specific problem
of justifying particular topics for evaluation (Neeth, 1976, p. 3).

Faculty Characteristics

Special Areas. Haberman and Stinnett (1973, pp. 137-39) suggest that
diversity, specialization, and isolation are the primary characteristics
of faculty engaged in teacher ecacation. The multitude of departments,
divisions, and subprograms in colleges of education indicates the broad
range of areas and topics in which faculty members have developed pro-
ficiencies. These specialties provide the bases of C-,17ruction, research,
and commanity service activities perforaed by the faculty. Having moved
directly from doctoral programs to teaching positions, many college of
education personnel have little background in public school teaching, a
limitation that has precluded the broad base of experience providing
understandings that span the spectrum of educational concerns.

Isolation. The relative isolation of department nembers from each
other as well as from a variety of teaching levels is a direct consequence
of diversity and specialization. The system rewards indt2pendent effort
and individual success; team teaching, group research, and joilt service
efforts seldom are regarded as highly.
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Effectiveness. Eble (1970, p. 9) identified five prime qualities of
effeCtive teachers: competence, caring, energy, imagination,, and a sense
of proportion. When professors rated each other and results were con-
trasted with ratings given by students, the qualities associated with
outstanding teachers by.both groups were: agreeable nature, stability,
enthusiasm, and indicators of high cultural attainment (Isaacson,
MKeachie, and Nilholland, l3, pp. 110-17). Although educators tend
to agree about the components of effective teaching, they ekhibit con-_

diderable divergence between knowing and doing. In an', .ase, perceptionc
of effective characteristics may or may not relate to how well students
learn from instructors with these characteristics.

Resistance to Evaluation

Many faculty nembers object to all formal evaluation, although they
are continuously assessed informally by students, colleagues, and the
public. Some bellave that what goes on in the classroom is too complex
to evaluate. Wes messes of current assessment methodologies suggest
that this argumenc may have considerable validity. Evaluation may force
individuals to face up to professional deficiencies as well as to : %ibit
behavior consistent with institutional expectations rather than with
personal or professional potential. Though evaluation measures are
imperfect, scores can be interpreted with harsh finality.

Differences Between Institutional and Faculty Goals

.Rindering accurate evaluation of faculty menLers is the possibility
of disparity batween individual and institutional goals. One instructor_
may feel strongly about attaining certain outcomes that are law on the
priority list of another. Bon sets of values may be at variance with
institutional priorities.

Perhaps faculty evaluation should measure the kinds of outcomes and
objectives for which the institution is striving (Clark, 1961, p. 37).
The faculty must know whether the institution values superior teaching,
scholarship, productivity in writing and research, dedication to the
institution, a broad educatianal background, personal uarmth, good personal
habits, or a combination of these variables. Serious problems arise when
administrators evaluate faculty in terns of administrative belieis about
faculty obligations (Gustad, 1961, pp. 194-95). Poor communication between
faculty and administration compounds these assessment issues.

Purpose of Evaluation

Central to the whole idea of evaluation is the purpose for which the
resu.Lts ar to be used. T2chniques will vary between evaluation used as
a basis for faculty self-improvement, and that used as u basis for deci-
sions concerning academic rank, tenure, and salary. The purpode and use
of evaluation results should relate directll to the precision of data and
ratings that were utilized (Doyle, 1975, p. 81). Decisions that can
seriously affect individual faculty must be based on scrupulous and
rigorous methodology.
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Institutional Rewards. College of education faculty find it diffi-
cult to correlate their efforts with traditional reward systems, which
-are based essentially on a research productivity model. As individuals
Hand as specielists, education faculty-have been required to function in a
broad range of activities. Their teaching function operates both on and
off campus, and duties range from the usual in.!-class lecture to practicum
supervision in public school classrooms and counseling settings. Schools
demand applied, useful research output rather than the abstract resealch
associated with traditional disciplines. Tradi:;ional disciplines regard
community service as a nonscholarly activity; for teacher educators, it
is expected and essential. A reward system based an the traditional model
is likely to discriminate against faculty who operate effectively in the
broad range of activities expected of teed' r educators.

Technical Difficulties in Evaluation

Methodologies. How does an evaluator unobtrusively observe the pro-
fessional world of the faculty member? 'Methods commonly used.(Eble,
1970, p. 3) to obtain data on teaching effectiveness are classroom visita-
tion, self-appraisal, course materials and data, student opinion, record-
ing devicea (audio and video), and team teething. Occasionally department
chairpersons, deans, or colleagues observe in classrooms. Without a
rating scale or outline of criteria, class observations provide only
general -essions about an instructor.

St Achievement. An additional method of evaluating teaching is
to test achievement-of & students. TWo difficulties characterize
this type of assessment (SAwyer, 1962, p. 270). One is the inevitability
f a lapse betweell the student's exposure to the teacher and evidence of
student achievemenn. The other problem lies in establishing a link be-
tween the s;:zdent's achievement and the contribution of the professor.
Of greater s4nificance is the need to establish a strong relationship
between achievement in a teschar education program and subsequent success
as a reacher.

Stedeat valuation. Conditions relating to' student evaluation of
teaching sh:Juld be controlled as meth ns possible (Doyle, 1975, p. 83)
through 6tandardized procedures. .Apong these should.be.uniform.instruc-
rionz fo) each clEss, ststeme-t vf the. purposes for which the evaluation
will he usee, assurance of conf-ilE,ntiality, and the noting of any
spenisl circumstances.

Multidimensional Approach. As the public and government become more
intimately involved with college nnd university operation (particularly
t.hrough the granting of funds), there vill probably be increasing demands
for institC:ions to furnish some evidence of the productivity and teaching
abiliry 3f their.staff. Administrative decisions concerning faculty will
continue to iepend on some kind of forma/ or informal assessment of pro-
fe5iona1 and personal competence. In spite of continuing r-oblems with
seleing criteria, establishing objectivity, and overcoming a natural
facult4 resistance, some type of evaluation of teacher educators will
be ner..:4ssety.
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Exsmination of evaluation requirements and purposes indicates that a
oultidimensional approach might be most functional l`scause it Allows for

. contributions from varioua son-zees. Errors inherent in each evaluative
Method may tem' to neutral-.:..- those in others. Although objective.data
must be secured wherever j . ...)1e, difficulties in establishing precise
evaluativeinstruments and .1trolling all variables-will necessitate a

strong subjective compvren. -Jr some time to come. COMbined the various

evaluatLe dimensions al . *ely to provide a broader, sounder, and more
:_realistic approach dim': - single method or technique.

A. .
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IV. A LOOK AHEAD

:Future projections for anything.as far-reaching as the career-long
quality-contTol process discussed in the preceding pages represent wishful
thinking rather than careful extrapolations from available data. Perhaps,
however, professional aspirations are as necessary to the improvement of
American teacher edzcation as is data analysis. Fortunately, we are not
confronted with an either-or choice between these essential'elements.
Indeed, an expanded emphasis Upon the clarification of objectives and upon
a data base for decisions in teacher education represents projections
both desired and apparent in current trends.

In the opening section of this paper a series of problems in assess-
ing student outcomes vere identified. A heightened appreciation of those
problems and a capacity to deal with them will doubtless represent major
emphases for the preparation and evaluation of teachers in the decade
ahead. Areas of emphasis include:

1. An understandiag of the social and cultural factors which
influence learning as expressed through home, neighborhood,
and peer i,.-evironments.

2. The legitimacy and Importance of multiple learnings, such as
effective work habits, sustained interest in further learning,
self-respect, and coping skill in handling problems resource-
fully, as well as subject matter mastery.

3. The differential effect of student background characteristics
an student performance in different curricular areag.

4. The need for multiple teaching /les in individuals and among
teaching staffs to faciat-,:t%., 4; maze effective fit with important
differences in the dynamtc. af !.earning among students.

5. Coupled with the flexi and adapt5ility suggested above,
tearra r7eed a stability a1out their performance that supports
al5n4iat arid progressive learning among st-idents.

6. Undcluit.g c. maturity levels and human development princi-
pl. sut.rIcient to enable the teacher to design and implement
le:v.7nivs experiences consistent with the maturity levels and
iusights of the students for whom the teacher has responsibility.

7. An awareness of the social realities of the school and community
that permits the teacher to use them as reinforcers of learning
where they have such potential and to mdnimize their negative or
disruptive ,ffacts 'where they seem to counter instructional
objectives.

8. An understanding of and capacity to utilize effectively the
ile:eractive relationship between student behavior and teacher
behavic,::. Teachers need to understand that the ways in which
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they play their Toles and establish relationships with:Students
may.significantly influence the learning process. They need tO
recognize as well that student behavior influences teacher-:

,-perfeitMance; Consciousnessaf these:interactive relationships
provides the Possibility Oftsnaging. them for tonatraCtive:-
educational purposes. The altetnative:is a teaching-learning
.environment bUffeted by petsonnelinfluences to which-the teacher
is largelyjusensitive.

AAiecoad.projection for the future of teacher education with quality
control imPlicatidne is an e4pe-led concern for the preparation of human
service professionals functioning in a broad range of SoCialagencies with
eduCational.objectives. As the:CEPT Report (Hawsam et al., 1976, p. 136)

-concluded, "a new-kind of prefessional will have.to'be ptePaTed to be
highly egperimental in helping approaChes, diverge in skills and under7
standings, politically adroit in dealingwith ageadieo aad bureaueracies,
collaborative in planning with clients, liberated fram intraatablerole
definitions, and affective in working with people." -Quality control
measures will need to be defined to guide both recruitment and training
efforts in the directions.

Closer linitage of preservic education, iriserviceeducation, and
continUing professional development, with greater clarification of the
unique contributions of each, is a trend already discernible. Programs
of graduate study in education are likely to be reconceptualized, as
iacentives are increased for advanced graduatesstudy"in areas relating
to instructional specialties and careers as teacher-scholars are viewed,
as attractive alternatives to careers in school administration or cpllege
teaching.

The growing interest of teacher organizations in the prufessional
preparation of new and continuing members will doubtless remain a source
of tension with teacher educators, particularly as it is perceived to be
motivated primarily by professional politics rather than a concern for
rigorous professional standards. Undoubtedly, however, teachers will
have a stronger voice il, the quality ccntrols associated with accredita-
tion, certification, an ,antinuing education programs.

Public demands fol: &ccountability, combined with the aWakened interest
of teachers and the prer.! upon scholl systems and colleges for better
utilization of resources, Will continue and expand the already signifi
cant development of personnel development centers or other collaborative
mechanisms far improving the education of teachers. As E. B. Smith (1974,
p. 255) observed, "Partnership is the only way . . to avoid a federal-
or state-r..ontrolled education and tw,,cher education system, and.to avoid
having teacher professional politics kienate entirely the course of
curriculum development without input from the public and the scholarly
community. It is the only way to avoid elitist, theoretical, and imprac-
tical training led by ivory-towered'educationists."

Finally, as a result of public intergpt, legal challenges, Changes
ia teackler supply and demand, and maturing professional responsibility,
the standards and processes used to maintain quality control in teacher
education will receive greater attention and clarification. Policies of
open admission and minimum performance expectations will give way to more
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77:

rigorous but functional requirements for admission to and retention in
teacher preparation programs and the teaching profession. The emphasis
on improved quality controls is of vital importance. As Hawkins (1976,
p. 192) suggested, "There is no threat to our existence greater than athreat to the process of education. If it were radically interrupted fora generation, we would die as surely as, and more quickly than, we would
from grost; genetic damage. Far more likely and not so easily diagnosed,
would be an uneven atte Ann of education by which culture would reproduceitself on a.gradually declining scale." The current stirring of interestin school improvement through the enhancement of teacher effectivenesssuggests a promiwing countermeasure to such cultural decline.
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ABOUT ERICEDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER

ERIC

ERIC is a nationwide information system of the National Institute of Edu-
cation, designed to serve and advance American education. Its basic objective
is to provide ideas and information on significant current documents (research
reports, articles, theoretical papers tested methods, published or unpublished
conference papers, neWsletters, and c urriculum guides or studies) and to pub-
licize the availability of such documents. Each clearinghouse focuses its
activities on a separate subject matter area; acquires, evaluates, abstracts,
and indexes documents; processes many significant documents in the ERIC system;
and publicizes available ideas and inf ormation to the education community
through its own publications, those of Central ERIC, and other education media.

THE CLEARINGHOUSE ON TEACHER EDUCATION

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, established June 20, 1968, is
sponsored by four professional groups-- the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education (AACTE) (serves as fiscal agent); the American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER); the Association of Teacher
Educators (ATE); and the National Education Association (NEA). The Clearing-

house scope is the preparation of education personnel and, since March 1973,
selected aspects of health education, physical education, and recreation edu-
cation.

ACQUISITIONS

One of the main tcL:,ics of the Clearinghouse is the acquisition of documents
within its scope. The Clearinghouse regularly receives publications,from schools
and professional associations around the country. But the majority of documents
must come unsolicited, from researchers, teachers, and project directors who
have produced or are producing materials within these subject areas. All docu-

ments sent to the Clearinghouse are evaluated by subject experts. If they meet
Clearinghouse selection criteria, the Y are abstracted and indexed for announce-
ment in the abstra,:t journal, Resources in Education (RIE). The majority of RIE
documents are then made available for study on microfiche at over 600 locations
(universities, public libraries, professional associations, government agencies)
that have an ERIC microfiche collection. Documents can usually be purchased in

microfiche or "hardcopy" (xerographic reproduction) from the ERIC Document Re-
production Service (EDRS), P. 0. Box 190, Arlington, Va. 22210.
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ABOUT AACTE

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) is
the only national voluntary association of institutional members committed
to continuous improvement of instructional personnel preparation. Its member-

ship consists of approximately 800 collegiate institutions in all the states,
Guam, and Puerto Rico. Much of the work is carried out by some 3,600 offi-
cially appointed institutional representatives from almost all the academic
departments, as well as schools and colleges of education.

AACTE works to foster diversity, experimentation, innovation, rPsearch,
and sharing--all the activities that build quality ed,cation, teachers, and
schools.

AACTE is a nerve center for teacher education, the basic voice for the

profession. Recently, the Association has promoted the formation of 39
state or regional units, and is carrying on an active government relations
program.

Among its many services is a comprehensive publications program, includ-
ing the Bulletin newsletter and the Journal of Teacher Education, which dis-
seminates the latest news and interpretations on profr!ssional developments and
provides a forum for discussion.

The Association conducts multicultural projects such as the Accreditation
Stanelards for Multicultural Teacher Education Project.

AACTE is developing a unique Management Information System (MINFO) to
facilitate decision making, based on sound concepts and data gathering, for
information storage and retrieval.

AACTE plays a major role in the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education as a constituent sponsor, supporting national voluntary
accreditation.

AACTE operates the secretariats for the Associated Organizations for
Teacher Education (AOTE) and the International Council on Education for Teach-

ing (ICET).
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JOURNAL: Now in its 28th year, the Journal of Teacher Education has changed from quarterly to
bimonthly publication and is expanding its coverage for graduate students in teacher education,
inservice teachers, and other education professionals. Thematic sections highlight the latest

movements; features report new trends. Bimonthly: one year, $12.50 (foreign, $20); three years,

$30 (foreign, $45); single issues, $3.50. New student rate: one year, $8.00.

ORDERS: Billed orders accepted only on official purchase order forms; shipping and handling

charges added. 10 percent discount on purchases of five or more publications of any one title.

PUBLICATIONS SERVICE: Subscription to the AACTE Publications Service provides every issue of the
AACTE Bulletin, the Journal of Teacher Education, and a copy of the Association's regular publi-
cations during the subscription year. $30.00 domestic orders, $45.00 outside the U.S., its ter-

ritories, and Canada.

Please send me:
[ ] the full AACTE Publication Service
[ ] a one-year subscription to the JournaZ of Teacher Education ($12.50)

( ] a three-year subscription to the Journal of Teacher Education ($30.00)

[ ] student ($8)

Total price of my order: $ (Please make checks payable to AACTE)

NAME
(Please print or type)

ADDRESS

ZIP

If student, please enclose photocopy of student ID card.
Please address: Order Department, American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Suite

610, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036.
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ORDER FORM

DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE
P.O. Box 190 ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22210 (703) 841-1212

OPERATED BY: COMPUTER MICROFILM INTERNATIONAL, CORP.

SINIP TO: BILL TO: (for Institutional Use Only)

ED NUMBER NO. OF
PAGES

NO. OF COPIES

MF HC

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL

40TAL, NO. OF PAGES

TAX EXEMPT NO

DEPOSIT ACCT. NO.

SUBTOTAL

VA RESIDENTS ADD
4% SALES TAX

POSTAGE

TOTAL

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

ORDER BY ED NO. (6 digits)
See Resources in Education

SPECIFY EITHER:
Microfiche (MF)

or
Paper Copy (HC)

ENTER UNIT PRICE
(See Below)

INCLUDE POSTAGE
(See Below)

ENCLOSE CHECK or
MONEY ORDER

(U.S. Funds Only)

MAIL TO:
EDRS
P.O. BOX 190
Arlington, Virginia 22210

COMPLETE AND SIGN BELOW

Date

Signature

Title

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE
(Effective June 10, 1976)

MICROFICHE (MF) PAPER COPY (HC)

NUMBER FICHE EACH ED # Price NUMBER PAGES EACH ED # Price

1 to 5 $ .83 1 to 25 $1.67
6 1.00 26 to 2.06
7 1.16

.60
51 to 75 3.50

8 1.33 76 to 100 4.07

Each additional
microfiche .167

Each additiOnal ` ,
25 pages 1.34

*Total Price Should Be Rounded to Nearest Cent

CHART FOR DETERMINING UNITED STATES POSTAGE

ilst CLASS POSTAGE FOR 4TH CLASS POSTAGE FOR TOTAL MF OR HC PAGES INDICATED
(Allow 3-4 weeks dellvery time from date of order)

1-3
,Microfiche
, Only

.13

4-7
Microfth a

Only

.24

60 or less
MF or HC

Pages

.21

61-120
MF or HC

Pages

.30

121-180
MF or HC

Pages

.39

181-240
MF or HC

Pages

.411

241-300
MF or HC

Pages

.57

301-360
MF or HC

Pages

.66

361-420
MF or HC

Pages
.

.75

Each
Addltional 60

MF or HC
Pages
.01

1*Costs For Priori y Shipment Avalialbe Upon Request. For. Foreign Postage SEE REVERSE 106
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GENERAL INFORMATION

1. PRICE LIST
The prices set forth herein may be changed witnout nOtice; how-
ever, any price change will be subject to the approval of the
National Institute of Education Contracting Officer.

2. PAYMENT
The prices set forth herein do not include any sales, 1.1,51* :kcise, or
similar taxes which may apply to the sale of microficile or hard
copy to the Customer. The cost of such taxes, if any, shall be borne
by the Customer.

Payment shall be made net thirty (30) days from date of
invoice. Payment shall be without expense to CMIC,

3. REPRODUCTION
Express permission to reproduce a copyrighted document provided
hereunder must be obtained in writing from the copyright holder
noted on the title page of such copyrighted decurnent.

4 CONTINGENCIES
CMIC shall not be liable to Customer cr.: any other person for any
failure or delay in the performance of any obligation if such failure
of delay la/ is due to events beyonu the control of CM1C including,
but not limited to, fire, storm, flood, earthquake, explosion, acci-
dent, acts of the public enemy, strikes, lockouts, labor disputes,
labor shortage, work stoppages, transportation embargoes or delays,
failure or shortage of materials, supplies or machinery, acts of God,
or acts r regulations or priorities of the federal, state, or local
governments; lb/ is due to failures of performance of subcontrac-
tors beyond CMIC's control and without negligence on the part
of CMIC; or (c) is due to erroneous or incomplete information fur-
nished by Customer.

5. LIABILITY
CMIC's liability, if any, arsing hereunder Shall not exceed restitu-
tion of charges.

In no event shall CMIC be liabel for special, consequential, or
liquidated damages arising from the provision of services hereunder.

6. WARRANTY
CMIC MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS
TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY WAR-
RANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

7. .DUALITY
CMIC will replace products returned because of reproduction
defects or incompleteness. The quality of the input document is not
the responsibility of CMIC. Best available copy will be supplied.

8. CHANGES
No waiver, alteration, or modification of any of the provisions
hereof shall be binding unless in writing and signed by an officer of
CMIC.

9. DEFAULT AND WAIVER
a. If Customer fails with respect to this or any other agreement

with CM1C to pay any invoice when due or to accept tiny ship-
ment as ordered, CMIC may without prejudice to other remedies
defer any further shipments until the default is corrected, or
canoe. this Purchase Order.

b. No course of conduct nor any delay of CMIC in exercising any
right hereunder shall waive any rights of CMIC or modify this
Agreement.

10. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be construed to be between merchants. Any
question concerning its validity, construction, or performance shall
be governed by the laws of the State of New York.

11. DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
Customers who have a continuing need for ERIC documents may
open a Deposit account by depositing a minimum of $200.00. Onite
a deposit account is opened, ERIC documents will be sent tic.I.on
request, and the account charged for the actual cost and postage. A
monthly statement of the account will be furnished.

12. STANDING ORDER ACCOUNTS
Customers who desire to receive microfiche copies of all ERIC
reports announced in each issue of Resources in Education ma'y do
so by depositing $2000.00 or submitting an executed purchase
order. The cost of each issue and postage will be charged against the
account. A monthly statement of the account will be furnished.

13. PAPER COPY (HC)
A paper copy (1-1C) is xerographic reproduction, on paper, of the
original document. Each paper copy has a Vellum Bristol cover to
identify and protect the document.

14. FOREIGN POSTAGE
Postage for all countries other than the United States is based on the
international Postal Rates in effect at the time the order is shipped.
To determine postage allow 60 microfiche or 60 I/ICY pages per
pound. Customers must specify the exact classification of mail
desired, and include the postage for that classification with their
order. Payment must be in United States funds.

OTHER ERIC COLLECTIONS AVAILABLE FROM EDRS

STANDING ORDERS
Subscription orders of microfiche copies of all ERIC reports announced in each issue of
Resources in Education average $160.00 per month at the rate of 8.7i per microfiche.
Postage extra.

BACK COLLECTIONS (postage extra)
Reports in Research in Education for 1966 and 1967 $ 385.06
Reports in Research in Education for 1968 1,159.36
Reports in Research in Education for 1969 1,383.21
Reports in Research in Education for 1970 1,408.36
Reports in Research in Education for 1971 1,643.69
Reports in Research in education for 1972 1,701.28
Reports in Research in Education for 1973 1,481.70
Reports in Research in Education for-1974 1,548.60
Reports in Resources in Education for 1975 1,734.61
Reports in Resources in Education Jan.Apr. 1976 545.92

Entire Collection $12,991.79

AIM/ARM MICROFICHE COLLECTIONS (postage extra) $0.158/fiche

CLEARINGHOUSE MICROFICHE COLLECTIONS (postage extra) $0.162/fiche

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS (postage extra)

Office of Education Research Reports 1956-65 $ 404.43
Pacesetters in Innovation, Fiscal Year 1966 144.57
Pacesetters in Innovation, Fiscal Year 1967 175.31
Pacesetters in Innovation, Fiscal Year 1968 112.12
Selected Documents on the Disadvantaged 334.28
Selected Documents in Higher Education 153.48
Manpower Research: Inventory for Fiscal Year 1966 and 1967 79.67
Manpower Research: Inventory for Fiscal Year 1968 44.41
Manpower Research: Inventory for Fiscal Year 1969 57.71
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